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ABSTRACT

This thesis is about modeling and control of miniature rotary-wing flying vehicles, with a special 
emphasis on quadrotor and coaxial systems. Mathematical models for simulation and nonlinear 
control approaches are introduced and subsequently applied to commercial aircrafts: the 
DraganFlyer and the Hummingbird quadrotors, which have been hardware-modified in order to 
perform experimental autonomous flying. Furthermore, a first-ever approach for modeling 
commercial micro coaxial mechanism is presented using a flying-toy called the Micro-mosquito. 

To achieve autonomous flight, a Micro Aerial Vehicle (MAV) Indoor/Outdoor Navigation (M-ION) 
architecture was developed with the purpose of merging modeling, simulation, control, 
supervision and navigation issues that are suitable for indoor or outdoor navigation based on 
camera or GPS data.     

In terms of modeling and simulation, complex mathematical models including aerodynamics 
effects, sensors and actuator behaviors were derived for both MAV systems. 

Two experimental quadrotor-platforms were used during this thesis. The first one is the 
DraganFlyer system,  which prior work consisted on addressing the necessary sensing capacity 
and developing a Simulink-based environment to perform autonomous flight based on the M-ION 
architecture. The second one is the Hummingbird, a highly integrated quadrotor with onboard 
data processing and all the necessary sensors for autonomous operation. For this system, a C++ 
based environment was developed based on the M-ION architecture.  

In terms of control, a novel technique developed during this thesis called: Backstepping+FST 
control, was used as a single approach for attitude control (hybrid Backstepping + Frenet-Serret 
Theory). This controller supports on existing backstepping methodology but adopts the FST 
formulation that allows to introduce a desired attitude angle acceleration function dependent on 
aircraft acceleration. Consequently, improvements on disturbance rejection and attitude tracking at 
moderate aircraft speeds are achieved against other classical techniques, e.g. PID.  

Finally, this control approach, as well as the entire M-ION architecture is validated through 
simulation and various flight experiments conducted on the DraganFlyer, the Hummingbird and 
the Micro-Mosquito coaxial system.
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1. Chapter  I:  Introduction
Within the framework of rotary-wing aerial vehicles, the Quadrotor and Coaxial mechanisms are the 
unique flying vehicles that use the thrust from their motors to provide hover fight capability. Their 
ability to support large payloads with respect to their size, and the capability to be used within 
indoors scenarios, make them an attractive vehicle-platforms for autonomous flight research. 

As miniaturization of sensor and general hardware technologies move forward [1], these systems 
are the perfect flying testbeds for approaching new methodologies that apply to both at-scale micro 
or miniature systems, and so-called: Micro/Miniature Aerial Vehicles Systems -MAVS. Depending 
on their size, researchers focus on different phenomena, going from miniature aerial systems, to at-
scale biological inspired approaches. Despite the differences to regard between both miniature or 
micro scales, there is one common research lineup which focuses on developing new techniques 
(from control and modeling perspectives) that make those systems fully autonomous.

Depending on their flying principle and propulsion mode, MAVs can be classified into multiple 
categories: fixed, flapping, morphing and rotary wings are the most common mechanisms developed 
[2], [3]. As usual, the real “Micro” mechanisms (at few centimeter-scale design) have a span less 
than 15cm with a total weight less than 50 grams, and generally equipped with MEMS sensors, e.g. 
gyros, accelerometers and piezoelectric actuators. In this sense one can observe that MAVs can be 
classified within two categories:     
       

1) Micro Aerial Vehicles: at few-centimeter scale design (span<15cm).
2) Miniature Aerial Vehicles: at large-centimeter scale design (15cm<span<70cm).

Fig. 1.1 Aerial vehicles scales.

The differences between the Micro and Miniature scales (see Fig. 1.1) are based on the fact that 
vehicles of the size of a small bird or even an insect are not still capable of autonomous or even     
6-DoF flight, whereas the miniature category provide an ideal platform for testing methodologies 
that definitively will be the near-future foundation of how to achieve autonomous flying using the 
micro-scale ones.  

In the Micro-category, scientist focus on researching how to approach from bio-inspired at-scale 
insects flying aerodynamics [4],[5] at extremely low Reynolds numbers [6], and also developing 
electronics at that scale of design. As consequence, novel-manufacturing paradigms such as 
mesoscale fabrication methods [7] and also novel techniques for flying and perception must be 
regarded in order to achieve the level of efficiency that the millimeter-scale machines will require.
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On the other hand, in the Miniature-category, researchers are more focus on developing 
methodologies [8], [9], [10], [11] that drive those systems into a new full-level of autonomy while 
performing some mission. The advantages of these systems are related to more payload capacity, 
which means, more sensing capabilities to address onboard the MAV, e.g. IMU, camera, GPS, 
laser). 

This thesis is oriented towards the development of a robust navigation architecture that 
approaches autonomous navigation within the framework of rotary-wing Miniature Aerial Vehicles. 
The goal, is to develop a MAV Indoor/Outdoor Navigation architecture (so-called M-ION) that 
facilitates the testing of autonomous indoor or outdoor flight, and also allows the complete 
modeling, simulation and control of the MAVs. Basically, the objective is to develop suitable 
methodologies for achieving autonomous Navigation and novel Control techniques that support the 
level of autonomy that MAVs requires, and guarantee reliable maneuvering.  

In terms of navigation, the M-ION architecture provides to the MAVs with indoor and outdoor 
flying modes. Indoor flight (GPS-denied environments) is subject to vision-based target tracking 
tasks, which means the MAV must identify a target (e.g. a mobile robot), and using a camera be 
capable of accuracy maneuvering by tracking the target motion. This indoor flying mode has been 
just tested under simulation, and future works will provide the full adaptation of the MAVs for 
achieving autonomous indoor navigation based on the obtained simulation results. On the other 
hand, outdoor flying navigation is based on GPS data. In this case, experimental autonomous 
flight has been successfully obtained. Waypoint navigation methodology is used for mission 
definition, and the M-ION architecture provides to the user with a friendly graphical interface for 
that purpose.

In terms of control, the attitude  control of a MAV is crucial. It provides the required stabilization to 
perform maneuvering and reliable navigation maintaining 3D orientation. Classical control, such 
as PID applied to attitude stabilization has being used for awhile. Nonetheless, most of the MAV 
systems are unable to move in an uncoupled way, and as a result of this under-actuation, standard 
control techniques do not work well over non-hovering flight [12]. On the other hand, most works 
[13], [14], [15] whether use non-linear control techniques to improve on MAV flight, but despite the 
substantial interest of studying dynamics nonlinearities, and design methodologies, little attention 
has been paid to the impact of aerodynamics effects into the control scheme [16]. This issue has a 
direct impact in the velocity and acceleration of the system which influences during MAV flight. 

To improve on the attitude control under these characteristics, the M-ION architecture uses a 
hybrid backstepping nonlinear control technique and the Frenet-Serret Theory–FST approach, [17] 
(Backstepping+FST) that includes estimation of the desired angular acceleration (within the control 
law) as a function of the aircraft velocity during flight. Details about this novel methodology can 
be found in [18], [19], [20].

For experimental testing of outdoor navigation, two quadrotor-platforms were used during this 
thesis. The first one is the DraganFlyer system [21], a commercial quadrotor that can be considered 
as a flying toy. This vehicle has no control onboard, and teleoperation is based on radio-controller. 
In order to make this system fully autonomous, prior work consisted on addressing the necessary 
sensing capacity and the required hardware for that purpose, i.e. placing IMU, GPS, wireless data 
links, and power management [22]. Subsequently, upcoming work was related to implement the 
M-ION architecture using a Simulink-based environment that provides the stages of simulation 
and autonomous flight. 

The second quadrotor-platform is the Hummingbird system [23]. This is also a commercial product 
with a highly integrated onboard data processing and all the necessary sensors for autonomous 
operation. This prototype was developed by Ascending Technologies GmbH1, which also provides 

1 http://asctec.de/main/index.php?id=1&pid=&lang=en&cat= 

http://asctec.de/main/index.php?id=1&pid=&lang=en&cat=
http://asctec.de/main/index.php?id=1&pid=&lang=en&cat=


a powerful Software Development Kit -SDK that allows the user to develop own-software based 
on a C++ environment. For this system, the M-ION architecture has been embedded with the SDK 
libraries provisioned. In addition, a friendly Graphical User Interface -GUI has been also 
developed using the TcL/Tk framework. This GUI allows the user to supervise the mission and to 
analyze flight-data in real time.  

Figure 1.2 shows the concept of the off-board integration of the M-ION architecture for both 
quadrotor systems. Note the architecture is an interplay of hardware and software, where 
navigation and control issues are strictly dependent on the sensors onboard. Because of the         
off-board integration, the whole system requires a PC-station for managing computation and 
communication issues.

Another prototype used in this thesis is a coaxial mechanism: The Micro-Mosquito. Unlike the 
previous quadrotor systems, this MAV is a flying toy without any sensing capacity onboard. Due 
to its poor payload capacity (about 15 grams), the work of addressing IMU, camera, datalink, etc, 
represent a tremendous challenge from the electronics miniaturization perspective. Despite these 
drawbacks, this thesis takes advantage of this prototype in order to propose a mathematical model 
that allows the use of the M-ION scheme for analyzing the control (under simulation) of this 
mechanism. Future works will be focused on solving the hardware-constrains of this MAV.      

Fig. 1.2 M-ION architecture integration for the two experimental platforms used in this thesis.

In conclusion, the development of this thesis requires to approach several problems related to:

๏ Modeling and simulating quadrotor/coaxial dynamics and aerodynamics effects.
๏ Modeling sensing onboard: IMU, camera, GPS.
๏ Identifying and validating quadrotor model via experimental testing. 
๏ Implementing data acquisition, filtering and estimation stages to achieve sensor fusion.
๏ Improving over existing linear-control in order to achieve autonomous flight.

 
The solution of those challenging problems are presented in next chapters. For instance, next 
subsection reviews the motivations, goals, and contributions of this work based on the state-of-the-
art survey of this topic.

1.1.  Motivation

This thesis started in 2008, a time at which the robotics community was showing a full interest 
related to Micro Aerial Vehicle-MAV development. The scientific challenge in relation to achieve 
full autonomous navigation, MAV design and control and the lack of existing reliable commercial 
MAV autopilots is very motivating. On the other hand, the Robotics and Cybernetics Group at the 
Universidad Politécnica de Madrid has been researching about the UAV topic during the last 
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years. Some projects related to mission planning and control of helicopters have been the center of 
the research and developments obtained for instance. However, as technology move forward, the 
need of miniaturizing robots is imminent for a new era for micro-applications. The topic of 
modeling and controlling miniature Aerial Vehicles has not been treated yet. 

Despite a new era of robust and small sensing technologies (Micro Electro-Mechanical Systems 
MEMS) and small actuators that facilitate MAV design and construction nowadays, the control of 
these systems is still a challenging goal. For this reason, this thesis approaches the problem of 
achieving autonomous navigation using a rotary-wing MAV mechanism. The issue of dynamics 
modeling, nonlinear control, sensor integration and fusion represent an interesting and 
challenging goal. 

1.2.  Aim and Scopes

This research work is carried out as a part of the project titled: FRACTAL: Fleet of Cooperative 
Terrestrial and Aerial Robots, sponsored by the Spain Ministry of Education and Science (DPI 
2006-03444).

The aim of this thesis work is to develop a MAV navigation architecture (so-called M-ION) for 
achieving autonomous flight. Basically the objective is to develop suitable methodologies for 
Navigation and novel Control techniques that support high level of autonomy during flight.
 
In this sense, the scopes of this work are summarized as follows:

๏To overview the state-of-the-art of MAV systems, highlighting how to achieve fully 
autonomous flight based on sensing capacity. 

๏To obtain a complete six Degree of Freedom- DoF dynamics modeling of the vehicles in 
matter, studying inertial and aerodynamics effects. In addition, mathematical models of the 
sensors to be used: camera, IMU, and actuators onboard. 

๏To implement the concept of the M-ION architecture based on hardware sensor fusion and 
the models previously defined.

๏To introduce a novel nonlinear control technique called: Backstepping+FST as a single 
approach for attitude control. To implement basic PID control for position control.

๏To merge dynamics/aerodynamics models, actuator models, sensors models, sensor 
filtering and fusion, and Backstepping+FST control model within the M-ION architecture. 

๏For the DraganFlyer quadrotor, to implement the M-ION architecture using Simulink-
Matlab environment. The architecture must include: 

‣ Simulation of indoor navigation based on visual tracking tasks.
‣ Outdoor mission control based on GPS data (full position and attitude control), 

including user supervision using a joystick device.

๏For the Hummingbird quadrotor, to implement the M-ION architecture using the Asctech   
C++ SDK environment. The architecture must include: 

‣ Outdoor mission control based on GPS data (full position and attitude control), 
including user supervision using a radio-control device.

๏For the Micro-Mosquito model, to implement the M-ION architecture using Simulink-
Matlab environment. The architecture must include: 

‣ Adaptation of models and control for the coaxial mechanism.
‣ Simulation of indoor navigation based on visual tracking tasks.



๏Final experimental results conducted on the DraganFlyer and the Hummingbird quadrotor 
will show the capabilities of the control architecture in relation to stationary flight and high 
maneuverability during normal flight. Furthermore, simulation experiments using the 
Micro-Mosquito will provide foundations for future developments using these 
mechanisms. 

1.3. Document OutLine

This thesis document is organized as follows: 

First of all, Chapter 2 presents a review of the specialized literature found in the state-of-the-art of 
MAV systems. This survey reviews the two MAV categories previously mentioned: Real approaches 
at-scale rotary wing Micro-vehicles, and Miniature-vehicles. Furthermore this section also includes a 
briefly description of the challenging problems to solve and the approaches to be introduced.

Chapter 3 introduces the fundamental concepts of the classic mechanics that are related to the 
dynamics modeling of Miniature Aerial Vehicles. Equation of motion are presented using rigid-
body physical description based on spatial algebra operators. Hence, dynamics models for the 
quadrotor and coaxial systems are obtained as a function of their morphology. Further analysis of 
MAV aerodynamics are also presented and included within the dynamics frame. In addition, this 
section also presents the validation of the mathematical dynamics modeling of the quadrotor via 
system identification methodology.

Once the whole vehicle’s components are tackled into modeling, Chapter 4 presents the control 
approach. A proposed control structure using a novel backstepping+FST for attitude stabilization 
is presented and then compared against linear PID controller.

Chapter 5 shows the simulation and experimental results in terms of autonomous navigation and 
controller performance, for indoor (simulation) and outdoor navigation (experimental). Results 
will confirm that the M-ION approach is suitable for achieving MAV navigation, and will show 
that the hypothesis of improving attitude stabilization using the Backstepping+FST methodology 
is indeed correct.

Last but not least, Chapter 6 present the conclusion of this work and the Future Work related to 
MAV modeling and experimental control of the Coaxial mechanism based on the foundations 
provisioned in this thesis. 



2.  Chapter  II:  Micro Aerial Vehicles Literature 
Overview

In the field of sensing technologies, industry can currently provide a new generation of integrated 
Microelectromechanical Systems (MEMS) that allows the production of machine components with 
sizes in 10-6 meter range [24]. Using this MEMS technology, very small accelerometers, gyros and 
magnetometers are also produced, causing the production of smaller inertial navigation systems. 
As a result of this improvement in technology, very small aerial vehicles are being developed 
around the world (see Appendix A for different state-of-the-art MAV characteristics).   

Despite these new technologies facilitate the design and construction of these small flying 
machines (MAVs), the control for achieving autonomous navigation remains an interesting branch 
of research.  Most of the current projects focus the attention in relation to the MAV design problem 
(materials, hardware equipment, sensor development), and many others focus on the MAV control 
issues.  

Next subsections reviews the state-of-the-art development in both Micro and Miniature categories, 
highlighting the research efforts in relation to autonomous navigation architectures based on the 
sensing capabilities provisioned to the vehicles and the control techniques that handle the flight 
behavior.

2.1.  Micro Aerial Vehicles: small-scale approach 

2.1.1.  Micro-Flying Robot from EPSON Company

The Micro-Flying Robot II (MFR-II) developed by EPSON Company [25] is the best worldwide 
example of a coaxial-type flying robot. Its overall weight is of an unprecedented 12.3 grams with a 
rotor span of 136mm and 85mm height. Two ultrasonic motors are used to actuate the propellers. 
Translation is controlled by linear actuators, which shift the center of mass of the vehicle. Sensing 
is provided by an altitude sensor, a MEMS gyro and a small CMOS based camera. In addition, the 
vehicle is equipped with onboard CPU as well as bluetooth wireless communication. The picture 
of the MFR-II is depicted on Fig. 2.1.

Fig. 2.1 EPSON’s Micro-Flying Robot II. 

Despite the MFR-II prototype micro-robot's flying range is limited by the length of the power cord 
attaching it to an external battery, and although it was radio-controlled, it has to be kept within 
sight of the operator while flying. Consequently, Epson decided that the next step was to extend 
the flying range by developing fully wireless operation paired with independent flight capability. 



Epson made the robot lighter by developing a new gyro-sensor that is a mere one-fifth the weight 
of its predecessor, making it the world's smallest and lightest 6-DoF gyro sensor. As for the 
challenge of independent flight, Epson brought its many years of micro-mechatronics experience 
to bear in realizing the development of a linear actuator with faster response time and a high-
precision attitude control mechanism, and a flight path control and independent flight system 
(primarily for hovering).

In addition, Epson added an image sensor unit that can capture and transmit aerial images via  
Bluetooth wireless connection to a monitor on land. Epson was assisted by Chiba University's 
Nonami (Control and Robotics) Laboratory in developing the control system for independent 
flight. The company also received advice on the rotor design from the Kawachi (Aeronautics and 
Astronautics) Laboratory at the University of Tokyo.

2.1.2.  The Mesicopter from Stanford University

A team of researchers from Stanford University, SRI, and M-DOT Corporation proposed to build 
the Mesicopter [26], a centimeter-size electric helicopter designed to stay airborne while carrying 
its own power supply. The Mesicopter is a pioneer application in relation to aerodynamic design 
concepts and novel fabrication techniques, including solid free-form fabrication and VLSI 
processing steps. These techniques may ultimately allow the mesicopter to be scaled down to 
millimeter dimensions. Significant challenges are anticipated in the areas of materials, battery 
technology, aerodynamics, control and testing.  

Fig. 2.2 Mesicopter Vehicle from Stanford University.

The Mesicopter prototype, shown in Fig. 2.2, has four motors with 1.5cm diameter and mounted 
on a constrained arm, hence it is not capable of 6-DoF flying compared to the MFR-II from EPSON. 
it is used just to demonstrate lift off. It weights 3 grams and Stanford researchers focus on 
understanding aerodynamics at extremely low Reynolds numbers.

2.1.3.  The Nanoflyer from ProxFlyer Company

The Nanoflyer [27] is the result of an outcome study of a novel mechanical concept, which enables 
a full stability in attitude motions and translation. Existing stability methods are based on utilizing 
centrifugal forces and gyroscopic effects to keep the rotor and helicopter horizontal at all times, 
thus preventing it from entering into oscillations or becoming unstable. The nanoflyer, however, 
uses a different approach. In stead of trying to keep the rotors in a horizontal plane, they are 
arranged in an innovative way so that they do the complete opposite. Triggered by the smallest 
horizontal movement, the rotors tilt up, creating a horizontal force stopping the motion almost 
before it starts. The helicopter is kept at the exact same position relative to the surrounding air.



Fig. 2.3 The Nanoflyer from Proxflyer Company.

The Nanoflyer shown in Fig. 2.3 is capable of radio-controlled operation, lacking of autonomous 
flight. It has a rotor diameter of 85mm and airframe of 80mm long, and a weight of 2.7 grams 
(including battery and control). The benefits of this vehicle is that it is absolutely stable without the 
use of any gyro or autopilot. 

2.1.4.  The Micro Mosquito 3.0 from RCtoys

The Micro Mosquito 3.0 Indoor RC helicopter [28] is only 6.5 inches long with a rotor diameter of 
6.375 inches and 20 grams weight. Based on the award-winning BladeRunner coaxial rotor design, 
the Micro Mosquito 3.0 helicopter flies in all directions with 3 channel digital proportional control.  
Unfortunately, this toy is only capable of supporting payloads less than a 15grams, which makes it 
unsuitable for achieving autonomous flight. The Micro Mosquito prototype is shown in Fig. 2.4:

Fig. 2.4 The Micro Mosquito by RCtoys.

2.2.  Miniature Aerial Vehicles: medium-scale approach 

2.2.1.  The DraganFlyer X-pro

The Draganflyer X-Pro [29] shown in Fig. 2.5, is a four rotor, radio controlled flying platform. The 
X-Pro is highly maneuverable, and has full pitch, roll, yaw, and altitude control using a 
conventional RC helicopter radio control transmitter. It does not qualify as an autonomous flying 
vehicle, since it is not capable to operate without flight control inputs. However, it could be used 
for testing matters, addressing more sensing capabilities and replacing the RC manual commands 
by a off-board controller. Many works have used this prototype to be modified in terms of 
addressing  more sensory and communication capabilities. In this thesis 



Fig. 2.5 the Draganflyer X-Pro.

2.2.2.  The Quattrocopter from the EADS

The Quattrocopter [30] is an impressive quadrotor micro air vehicle (MAV) designed by European 
Aeronautic Defense and Space Company (EADS). The Quattrocopter is about half a kilogram in 
weight and measures 65cm in size. It can fly for 20 minutes with 1 km of operating range and has 
50% payload capacity to carry small spy camera and other sensors. It is the only commercial 
quadrotor UAV designed for industrial and defense applications. The onboard controller, called 
micro-avionics autopilot, includes six inertial sensors, GPS, air-data sensors and micro-controller. 
The Quattrocopter is shown in Fig. 2.6. 

Fig. 2.6 The Quattrocopter from the EADS.

2.2.3.  The STARMAC from Stanford University

The Aeronautics and Astronautics Department at Stanford University and the Computer Science 
Department from Berkeley University built a Testbed of Autonomous Rotorcraft for Multi Agent 
Control (STARMAC) [31], which uses a quadrotor as base vehicle to study the new multi agent 
algorithms to avoid collisions and obstacles. An onboard PD controller is developed for inner loop 
attitude stability control. Two PIC micro-controllers have been used, each for motor control and 
communication purpose. Onboard sensors include an IMU, which gives all nine states of the 
system (roll, pitch, yaw, three angular rates and acceleration in X, Y, and Z), a differential capable 
GPS receiver and an ultrasonic sensor. Kalman filtering technique has been used to control the 
absolute position of the vehicle. A Bluetooth device has been used for wireless communication 
between the quadrotor and the ground station. The ground station includes a laptop running 
LabVIEW which interacts directly with vehicle and a computational cluster of up to four 



computers running Matlab to generate path trajectories for each flying vehicle. Outdoor flight tests 
have been carried out to demonstrate the performance of control algorithm. A picture is shown in 
Fig. 2.7.

Fig. 2.7 The STARMAC from Stanford University.

2.2.4.  CoaX from Skybotix Technologies

Skybotix [32] is a Swiss Company focused on developing autonomous navigating micro aerial 
vehicles and related technologies. The CoaX prototype has a mass of 320 grams, span of 34cm, and 
25 minutes flight time. This includes the coax board with IMU, Bluetooth (or ZigBee), pressure 
sensor, down-looking sonar, side looking sonar(s), 2.4GHz receiver+RC, a color camera, Gumstix 
Overo (ARM), wifi, Low-level control, API for high level control, and bluetooth bootloader for the 
microcontroller. The!CoaX!was!developed!in!collaboration!with!the!ETH!Zürich.

Fig. 2.8 The CoaX platform from Skybotix Technologies and the ETH Zürich.

2.2.5.  The DraganFlyer from DraganFly Inc.

The DraganFlyer shown in Fig. 2.10, was the first Draganflyer commercial platform developed by 
DraganFly Inc. [21]. This robot is equipped with a CCD camera with anti-vibration mount, baseplat 
with 2.4 GHz transmitter circuit, and optional space for IMU. The draganflyer prototype is shown 
in Fig. 2.9



Fig. 2.9 The Draganflyer by DraganFly Inc.

2.2.6.  MuFly: Fully autonomous Micro Helicopter from ETH Zurich.

The European project muFly [33] was born in this context in July 2006; it targets the development 
and implementation of a fully autonomous micro-helicopter, with a span of 12cm and a mass of 
30g. The project shall demonstrate innovative approaches and technologies in: 1) system level 
design and optimization, 2) design of miniature inertial units and omnidirectional vision sensors, 
3) miniaturized fuel-cells, 4) micro piezoelectric actuators and 5) low processing power control and 
navigation algorithms. The final system is expected to find applications in rescue missions and 
surveillance of buildings. As shown in Fig. 2.11, the vehicle is 120mm of rotor span and endurance 
of 4 minutes flight time. It incorporates mini-camera, altitude sensor, onboard CPU, IMU, motor, 
propellers, a linear actuator, and featuring attitude, altitude control, forward flight and indoor 
operation.

Fig. 2.10 The MuFly robot from ETH University.

2.2.7.  AscTec Hornet from Ascending Technologies

The AscTec Hornet is the smallest vehicle product line developed by the German Company: 
Ascending Technologies. With a total diameter of only 28cm this tiny hexacopter may be the 
smallest fully autonomous air-vehicle there is. Equipped with the AscTec AutoPilot the Hornet is 
able to do autonomous way point navigation. It is able to carry a video camera with a 2.4 GHz link 
to transmit images to the operation base wirelessly in real-time. The maximum payload is about 
50g. Carrying this payload the achievable flight time is up to 12 minutes.The Hornet was originally 



developed for a competition for Micro Air Vehicles "MAV08". It can be used in all applications 
where small dimensions and little weight are more important than long flight times with heavy 
payloads.

Fig. 2.11 The AscTec Hornet Hexacopter.

2.3.  General Research related to MAV autonomous flight control

Considerable amount of research work has been done in developing various control 
methodologies for general Miniature Aerial Systems. In terms of MAV design and control, Samir 
Bouabdallah et al, [34] has tackled the quadrotor design problem by introducing a new 
methodology that optimizes the system resources. The result is called the OS4 platform, a light 
miniature quadrotor with a high level of autonomy. In terms of control, they have compared the 
stability performance of the OS4 using classic PID and LQ techniques. Based on that, a combined 
model based on predictive controller (MBPC) was derived for testing autonomous flight.

For indoor navigation, Altug et al. [35] uses an offboard camera to determine the pose of a 
quadrotor helicopter in simulation and restricted flight. Simulations show results for a feedback-
linearization control approach as well as a backstepping method. All pose estimation is computed 
offboard using an overhead camera, and a tethering system constrains motion in the x- and y-
directions. Thus while this is a good demonstration of control methodologies, it was not proven to 
be an effective position control scheme on a truly autonomous system. In a later effort [36], a dual 
camera approach is employed to provide a more reliable pose estimate and results are collected on 
a tethered system.

More promising flight results are obtained by Roberts et al. [37] in which a quadrotor is outfitted 
with infrared triangulation sensors that allow the vehicle to navigate hands-off for extended 
periods of time within an enclosed environment. The infrared sensors maximize their distance 
from nearby walls allowing the vehicle to hover in a fairly tight radius. However, the 
implementation of the special infrared sensors only appears to work in fully-enclosed areas. Thus, 
this particular application has not been shown to have widespread applicability to real-world 
situations.

Exploring other methods, J. Dunfied, et al, [38] have developed a neural network based controller 
to hover a quadrotor vehicle. The research work includes generating training data while flying the 
vehicle manually, training the neural network offboard, and generating similar neural network 
controller into a Motorola micro-controller. Two tilt sensors, one compass and three piezoelectric 
gyros are used as onboard sensors to provide training data and feedback to the controller. A two 
layer feed forward back propagation network, with log sigmoid transfer function has been used.

Perhaps the unique indoor testbed involving quadrotor vehicles as well as ground vehicles has 
been developed at MIT with the primary purpose of developing algorithms for fault detection, 



isolation, and recovery [39]. Using a very precise VICON camera system, they demonstrate the 
ability to control several off-the-shelf quadrotor vehicles simultaneously. The VICON system is 
capable of sub-millimeter position accuracy and sub-degree attitude estimation. Using LQR 
controllers based on linear dynamics, very stable flights of quadrotors are demonstrated. This 
allows their research to focus on higher level tasks such as multi-agent tasking and health 
monitoring for persistent surveillance and mission planning. However, sophisticated camera 
systems like VICON are expensive and require off-board cameras, thus they do not represent real-
world position sensing capabilities.

In conclusion several research has been carried out involving the autonomous flying goal. Ones 
focus on visual-perception approaches, others use big-scale MAVs (more close to UAVs) to focus 
on high level mission planning or cooperation, whereas others approach to the design and control 
problem. Despite all the efforts, there is no concise work that merge into a single solution the 
indoor and outdoor autonomous navigation issues from a control perspective. Most of the works 
that focus on navigation, lack of robust controller that guarantee MAV maneuverability.

This thesis approaches the problem of MAV navigation involving robust control techniques that 
enhance MAV flight. Next subsection reviews the MAV configurations to study: rotary-wing 
quadrotors and coaxial mechanisms, highlighting the advantages of these kind of system over 
other MAV configuration.

2.4.  MAV Comparison and Configurations

In general, aerial vehicles can be classified depending on their flying principle and propulsion 
mode. Table I provides a comparison  between different flying principles from the miniaturization 
point of view. One can easily conclude that Vertical Take-off and Landing -VTOL systems like 
helicopters have an unquestionable advantage compared with the other concepts in terms of their 
unique ability for vertical, stationary and low speed flight. 

Table I.  
MAV Configuration Comparison.

! NanoFlyer-Proxflyer Company

Weight IMU Cam Control
3.3g No No No
Flight Time Span  
1 min.             60mm  

Micro-Mosquito – RCtoys

Weight IMU Cam Control
20g No No No
Flight Time Span  
7 min.             160mm  

! Mini Flying Robot- EPSON

Weight IMU Cam Control
12.3g Yes  No VTOL
Flight Time Span  
3 min.             85mm  

! CoaX 2- ETH

Weight IMU Cam Control
200g  Yes  Yes  Yes
Flight Time Span  
20 min.  300mm  

! Mesicopter- Stanford University

Weight IMU Cam Control
80mg No No No
Flight Time Span  
Less 1 min. 35mm  

! Flying Alice- ETH

Weight IMU Cam Control
20g Yes  No Yes
Flight Time Span  
5 min.             137mm  

! Proxdynamics

Weight IMU Cam Control
10g Yes  Yes  Yes
Flight Time Span  
Less 1 min. 100mm  
 

! Micro blimp- EPFL

Weight IMU Cam Control
400g  Yes  Yes  Yes
Flight Time Span  
45 min.             1000mm  
 



! MFI-Berkeley University

Weight IMU Cam Control
100mg  No No No
Flight Time Span  
Less 1 min. 25mm  

! DraganFlyer-DraganFly Inc.

Weight IMU Cam Control
450g  No Yes  No
Flight Time Span  
30 min.             630mm  

Micro Glider- Berkeley U.

Weight IMU Cam Control
2g  No Yes  Yes
Flight Time Span  
3 min.             100mm  

! CoaX- Skybotix technologies

Weight IMU Cam Control
320g  Yes  Yes  Yes
Flight Time Span  
25 min.             340mm  

! Insect- Harvard University

Weight IMU Cam Control
 60mg No No VTOL
Flight Time Span  
Less 1 min. 30mm  

! MuFly- ETH

Weight IMU Cam Control
30g Yes  Yes  Yes
Flight Time Span  
5 min.             120mm  

! Wasp MAV- DARPA

Weight IMU Cam     Control
170g  Yes  2-c+GPS   Yes
Flight Time        Span  
1:47 min (record)   320mm  
 

! Quattrocopter - EADS 

Weight IMU Cam Control
500g  Yes  Yes  Yes
Flight Time Span  
20 min.             650mm  
 

For future VTOL MAV systems, the coaxial and the quadrotor are the most promising ones. 
Basically, their simple mechanical structure, large payload capacity in relation to their size and 
weight, and their production costs, make them an attractive MAVs target. Next subsection reviews 
both rotary-wing mechanisms in detail.
  
2.4.1.  Coaxial Mechanism

The development of full-scale coaxial helicopters was historically slower than the one of single 
rotor. This is mainly due to the incredible complexity of their swashplate mechanisms. In the 
coaxial configuration, one propeller is located above the other with a common shaft. The rotors 
turn in opposite directions, which removes the need for a tail rotor, and makes the helicopter a lot 
more compact. Typical coaxial MAVs use the residual torque, due to angular speed difference 
between the two rotors to rotate the helicopter vertically, left or right. Increasing or decreasing the 
angular speed of the rotors simultaneously permits climbing and descending. Finally, by using 
simplified swashplates or by shifting the center of gravity, it is possible to control rotation about 
the longitudinal and the lateral axis and thus control horizontal motion. Coaxial configuration fits 
remarkably well the requirement for MAVs. Fig. 2.12-letf  shows the coaxial concept.

2.4.2.  Quadrotor Mechanism

Present quadrotors have four fixed propellers in cross configuration. Driving the two pairs of 
propellers in opposite directions removes the need for a tail rotor. Consequently, vertical rotation is 
achieved by creating an angular speed difference between the two pairs of rotors. Increasing or 
decreasing the speed of the four propellers simultaneously permits climbing and descending. 
Rotation about the longitudinal and the lateral axis and consequently horizontal motions are 
achieved by tilting the vehicle. This is possible by conversely changing the propeller speed of one 
pair of rotors. In spite of the four actuators, the quadrotor remains an underactuated and 
dynamically unstable system. Size and energy requirements are definitely the main disadvantages 
of the quadrotor. However, this concept offers better payload and is simpler to build and control, 
which is a decisive advantage. Fig 2.12-right shows the quadrotor concept.



                              

Fig. 2.12 The Coaxial and the quadrotor rotary-wing MAV concepts.

2.5.  Contribution of this work
  
This thesis focuses on the modeling and control problems of autonomous micro aerial vehicles 
with application to a quadrotor and a coaxial rotary-wing systems. The contribution of this work 
lies in three fields.

๏ MAV-platform setup: To achieve autonomous flight, the experimental quadrotor 
platforms, the Draganflyer and the Hummingbird have been hardware-modified in order 
to include the required sensing and communication capabilities.

๏System Modeling: the goal is to obtain a 6-DoF mathematical representation of the 
mechanical system for achieving full control. Based on first principles, spatial algebra is 
introduced for optimizing the dynamics equation on motion that includes aerodynamics 
effects, motor dynamics, as well as sensors onboard models.

๏ System Control: the aim is to apply a novel nonlinear control technique to improve on 
attitude stabilization while performing autonomous navigation.

2.5.1. MAV-platform setup

As mentioned before, the MAVs used in this thesis required of hardware modification in order to 
include the required sensing and communication capabilities that achieves autonomous flight. 
Starting with the Draganflyer quadrotor (which was practically a flying toy with only R/C radio 
link to be manually handled), previous work in [22] aimed to modify its structure and sensing 
capacity that turned the Draganflyer into a flying robot platform (see Fig. 2.13).

In terms of sensing capacity, autonomous flight requires -at least- an Inertial Measurement Unit       
-IMU that senses angular rates and accelerations, and a Global Position Unit -GPS that determines 
the three-dimensional position of the system (outdoor navigation). Using this sensor fusion,          
6-dimensional control is possible. In this sense, a XSENS-IMU1  was used to provide angular 
feedback to the control system. Appendix B shows some IMU technical details and the initial tests 
for sensing roll, pitch and yaw angles and rates of the vehicle.

1 http://www.sparkfun.com. Sparkfun. Inertial Mesurement Unit (IMU) Datasheet.

http://www.sparkfun.com
http://www.sparkfun.com


 Fig. 2.13 DraganFlyer platform setup process.

Besides the IMU, a  Ublox-GPS2  sensor was also embedded into the quad-platform. Appendix B 
shows the details of the GPS-unit, including the antenna and some initial testing for checking GPS 
satellite connections. In terms of communication, two bluetooth devices have been used for 
wireless datalink of IMU and GPS data to the PC-station. In the case of the IMU, a RS232 interface 
Firefly-BT device is used, operating at 115200 Bp/s, with a data-package of 8-bits (including 1-bit 
for protocol control). For the GPS, another Firefly-BT device is used but a MAXRS232 additional 
device was needed for connecting the data-link to the PC station. 

For the Hummingbird quad-platform, the only modification was related to mounting the camera 
onboard. This MAV has all the necessary sensing and communication capacity onboard. The 
system-setup for this quadrotor was related to the software that enhances user system-handling. 
Next sections will review the details of the software provisioned. Finally, Appendix C shows 
technical information of the hardware components already provisioned by the Hummingbird 
quadrotor and some plots of the mentioned GUI-software enhancement.

To visualize a sneak peek idea of the entire system-setup process, Fig. 2.14 reveals the initial 
concept of the hardware components that allows the M-ION architecture turning the MAVS into 
autonomous navigation systems (including user-supervision within the closed-loop).

Fig. 2.14 Entire System setup. General Hardware-architecture.
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2.5.2. System Modeling

The modeling of both quadrotor and coaxial systems was developed in successive steps. The 
objective was to find a set of Equation of Motion-EOM  that described the vehicle dynamics in the 
6-dimensional space. The first step consisted on studying the spatial algebra operators [40] useful 
for stacking the physical variables that define the motion of the vehicle within the tridimensional 
Euclidean space. The advantage of using this algebra for developing EOM relies on their variable-
compactness and insight of the physical behaviors that rule the MAV dynamics: Gyroscopic forces, 
Coriolis accelerations, etc. Based on MAV morphology (see Fig. 2.12), theoretical mathematical 
models were used to define their non-linear dynamics. Once the dynamics EOM was established, 
the introduction of several effects like friction forces due to aerodynamics, motor dynamics, 
propeller rolling moments, etc were also incorporated within the EOM. 

The second step was to develop a Simulink-based simulator, that allowed to observed and 
analyzed the proper behavior of the MAVs during flight. This simulator was embedded as a 
module-component of the M-ION architecture, so-called: simulation stage. A 3-dimensional GUI 
was implemented to see the MAV maneuvers during flight. In conclusion, the system models were 
also embedded within the simulation-stage M-ION architecture, which main modules-components 
are: Dynamics EOM block, Motor dynamics block, and Aerodynamics block.        

The third step was to identified the Draganflyer-dynamics via experimental testing. This 
identification process was performed offline the M-ION architecture and is not a component of it. 
Based on Autoregressive Moving Average (ARMA) methodology, several experimental testing was 
performed to link output and input signals that allowed to find an approximate model of the real-
system. This step allowed to validated the EOM for both angular rates and linear velocity 
quadrotor behavior (key to future implementations of control algorithms).  

For the fourth stage of the system modeling process, mathematical models of sensors onboard 
were also developed. Basically, camera equations that relate the image within the frame of 
reference of the camera, and IMU equations that describe its sensing properties. Sensor fusion was 
implemented using an extended Kalman filter. This sensor-module allowed to enhance the 
robustness of the simulator, and to feedback system information to the closed-loop control module. 

Finally, the last stage consisted on developing and incorporating robust control algorithms based 
on a novel methodology developed in this thesis called: Backstepping+FST. Next subsection 
explain this issue.

2.5.3. System Control

An important aspect of this thesis was dedicated to testing and proposing a reliable control 
approach for both quadrotor and coaxial MAV systems. Using the simulation-stage of the M-ION 
architecture, several control testing was performed in order to obtain a control law that really takes 
into account the most physical phenomena behaviors. In the first attempt, simple PID controller 
was tested on the system. Simplified linear models were extracted from the EOM for PID control 
purposes. Simulation results showed that PID control was suitable for attitude and position control 
during hovering maneuver. However, during high-speed maneuvering, PID control showed poor 
tracking and non-proper attitude stabilization during flight. 

In the second attempt, a non-linear approach for control was adopted. The aim was to obtain a 
control law equation capable of fast-reaction under high-MAV maneuvering. As mentioned, 
attitude control is the -heart- of the control system. The guarantee of a general robust control 
response mainly depends on an accurate attitude controller. With this idea in mind, the goal is to 
focus on the attitude control law. A well-known integral backstepping approach was implemented 
to achieve attitude stabilization, however, after several control testing, reliable attitude 
stabilization was not guarantee when the MAV increases its linear speed. Most of those tests 



consisted on typical target tracking using visual capability, next section will explain them in detail. 
From this simulation results, we found that a missing term within the backstepping control law 
was missing. This term must contain the effects of the kinematics variation of the vehicle during 
the maneuver, specifically, angular velocity and acceleration. Based on this fact, an hypothesis was 
raised. This hypothesis establishes that the impact of kinematics angular rates and accelerations 
must be included as a function of the control law. In this sense, a new term called “a desired angular 
acceleration command” was addressed into the control scheme. 

Based on this hypothesis, the next attempt was to find how to proper define this new term. In this 
sense, a review of the Frenet Serret Theory -FST was made. Basically, this theory defines the 
kinematics motion of particles along a 3-dimensional trajectory. Chapter 4 of this thesis will review 
this issue. In conclusion, a hybrid Backstepping and the Frenet Serret Theory was merge to obtain 
the -so-called- “Backstepping+FST” controller. Experimental results will confirm that our hypothesis 
of improving attitude tracking was indeed correct. Finally, this control approach was embedded 
into the M-ION architecture as the control-module that achieves roll, pitch and yaw control of the 
MAVs.   



3. Chapter  III: The MAV System Modeling
The goal of this section is to define physical Equations of Motion -EOM that describes the 
dynamics and aerodynamics of the MAVs involved. This modeling process can be described as 
follows (Chapter 3 structure): 

๏ Newton Euler fundamental formalism is used to describe dynamics effects. In this sense, 
the whole structure of the MAVs is supposed to be rigid, and consequently, rigid body 
dynamics applied to a single body are used as a foundation to define the EOM.

๏ To properly operate physical quantities, different kinematics frames of reference are 
introduced. For the MAV-vehicle/body, 2-frames of reference are used: 1). The Vehicle-
frame f{v} that coincides with the Center of Mass -CM frame of the vehicle/body, and       
2). The joint frame {O_i} located at each motor in the border of the vehicle. In the case of 
the quadrotor, four-{O_i} frames are used for each rotor, and for the coaxial concept, just 
one-{O_i} is placed on the main rotor propeller (see Fig. 3.1 to visualize these frames). For 
the entire system, another 3-frames of reference are used: 1). The fixed Inertial frame f{i},        
2). The Frenet-Serret frame f{r} and 3). The Rotated Frenet frame f{c}. The Kinematic-
section of this document will explain these frames in detail.

๏ For aerodynamics modeling, blade Element Theory is used as a function of the propellers 
characteristics. This model relates air density, lift and drag coefficients based on blade 
momentum. We assume that thrust and drag are proportional to the square of propeller’s 
speed.

๏ Based on experimental tests, motor dynamics are identified and regarded into modeling.
๏ Likewise, identification and validation of the DraganFlyer quadrotor dynamics is also 

presented based on Autoregressive Moving Average (ARMA) methodology.
๏ Finally, sensor fusion is obtained using Kalman Filter theory, and the modeling-stage of 

the M-ION architecture is established. 

Before presenting this modeling process, next subsection briefly introduces a system description 
overview of the platforms: The draganFlyer and Hummingbird quadrotors, and the Micro-
mosquito coaxial rotary-wing MAVS.

3.1.  System Description, Advantages and Drawbacks

The Draganflyer (See Appendix B) is a radio-controlled four-rotor VTOL vehicle. The operator of the 
radio controller has four channels of input to control the motion in the 6-dimensional space. Unlike 
a conventional helicopter, where lift force generated by rotors change direction by modifying the 
rotor pitch angle, the motion of Draganflyer can only be controlled by varying the speed of the 
four rotors, as the pitch angle of rotors is fixed.

Normally, the quadrotor is steadily becoming a favorite aircraft among research groups due to its 
decoupled longitudinal and lateral dynamics, its payload capacity, and its relative simplicity of 
design. However, the Draganflyer is difficult to control even by a skilled operator. This is partially 
because of its highly coupled dynamics, but the main reason of Draganflyer’s instability is the 
deficiency of its structure. The helicopter will remain stable hovering if the four lift forces are the 
same and the sum of these forces equals the gravity force. However, any difference in rotor speed 
or rotor pitch angle or even rotor size  (which has great possibility to happen due to manufacturing 
inconsistency or assembly fault), can cause force or torque unbalance. This issue result on 
undesired angular motion. 

From a modeling perspective, the DraganFlyer has highly coupled dynamics: a change in the 
speed of one rotor results in motion in at least 3-DoF. For example, reducing the speed of the right 
rotor will cause the craft to roll to the right due to the imbalance between left and right lift forces. It 



will cause the craft to yaw to the right due to the imbalance in torque between the right-left motor 
pair and the front-back pair. The roll will cause the craft to translate to the right, as the rotor forces 
are now directed toward the left as well as down. The yaw will cause the translation to change 
direction toward the front. The induced torques from the four rotors cancel through the airframe, 
placing considerable stress on it. This is a significant weakness of its design, and results in both 
distortion of the frame during flight and fixers coming loose due to the resultant vibrations. The 
small size, highly coupled dynamics, low air drag on the fuselage and high air drag on the rotors 
pose significant challenges in the control of this quadrotor.

In terms of control, mapping the commands from control space to force space requires a model of 
the forces and their interactions. Each motor produces a force F and torque ! . For the rotational 
force-components, the rolling torque is produced by the forces of the right and left motors: "2 and 
"4 respectively and similarly, the pitching torque is produced by the forces of the front and back 
actuators: "3 and "1. Figure 2.12 shows this issue.

Another quadrotor platform used is the hummingbird. This MAV has many advantages: is 
extremely compact (as resulted from a well-design methodology), very stable during flight, with  
all necessary sensory capabilities, among others. Due to its size and stability is very suitable for 
indoor navigation. Once the control problem of the Draganflyer has been solved, the control of the 
hummingbird will be an easy task. (See Appendix C for additional details)       

On the other hand, the Micro Mosquito MAV (see Appendix D) flies in all directions using a 3-
channel Radio control. This MAV can fly up, down, forward, reverse, turn left and right, and even 
hover on the spot. As mentioned, the coaxial structure provides enhancements related to stability 
and controllability. However, its payload capacity (15 grams) constrain the MAV to address 
powerful sensing capabilities. The advantage of its coaxial structure is mainly suitable for indoor 
navigation. Designing control algorithms that achieves even more stabilization of the vehicle do 
not represent a significant challenge. However, due to its poor payload capacity, the challenge is to 
develop electronics (sensors, power-boards, batteries, etc) that fit within the MAV. This lack in 
sensory and computational power capacity requires of simple algorithms that can be computed 
onboard. For this reason, modeling and evaluating this kind of system under simulation will 
provide the required foundations to regard during future developments. (See more technical 
details in Appendix D).                       

3.2.  General Overview of Single Rigid Body Dynamics

3.2.1.  Basic Concepts

This chapter deals with the description of the fundamental concepts of the classic mechanics that 
are related to the rigid body dynamics modeling, establishing an appropriate mathematical 
representation of the physical quantities that are involved in that process. First of all, the simple 
rigid body Equations Of Motion - EOM are introduced using the spatial operators [40] useful for 
stacking the physical variables that define the motion of the bodies within the tridimensional 
Euclidean space. Within this space, an object which cannot be deform by the forces that are acting 
on it, is known as a Rigid Body. This means a rigid body is a collection of particles constrained of 
keeping a fixed distance between each other. Despite its non-exactly mathematical modeling, is 
possible to approach the dynamics modeling of many objects through the theory of rigid bodies.

The use of spatial algebra for the representation of dynamic models was introduced by Roy 
Featherstone [41] for the development of articulated body inertias. Nonetheless this is not a new 
concept hence many other previous work had already used this theory. Using the spatial operators, 
Featherstone presented the solution to the forward dynamics problem via introducing a mass 
operator defined by the inertial characteristics of the articulated elements. In our case, there is no 
interest about modeling articulated rigid bodies, due to our system is an aerial vehicle with an 
obviously different morphology compared to articulated chains. Nonetheless, we use the spatial 



operator for defining the classical physics EOM, adapting this theory to our system. The first 
aspect to review is the elements that compose the dynamics description of the body. These are 
linear operators which domains and ranges consist in forces, momentum, velocities and 
accelerations. This operators also allow concise and systematic formulations of the Newton’s Euler 
EOM and the development of efficient computational algorithms for their computation.

3.2.2.  The 6-dimensional Spatial Notation

Frame-Oi Center of mass
Frame-CM

Ycm
Xcm

Zcm
soi,cm

FcmFoi

!oi

Fig. 3.1 Operators considered for dynamics modeling.

Assuming from Fig. 3.1 that frame-Oi is a point located on the rigid body, soi,cm the vector that joints 
the extreme border Oi with the rigid body’s center of mass CM, the translational and angular 
velocities (v, w) and forces (f, !) respectively at any point on a body in "3   are related as (in this case 
we take the frame-Oi and CM):

In terms of spatial algebra, the physical quantities from Eq. (3.1) are represented as a 6x1 column 
vectors, and each incorporates the appropriate angular and translational components stacked 
together. Those terms now in "6   with respect to the CM of the body are:

As mentioned, the soi,cm vector in "3 represents the position vector from frame-Oi to the CM of the 
body (see Fig. 3.1) and its 6-dimensional operator representation is is denoted as Soi,cm in "6  as:

where U # "3x3 is the identity operator, and  !soi,cm # "3x3 is the skew symmetric matrix 

corresponding to the vector cross product operator of soi,cm:

This skew-symmetric matrix has some interesting properties (for any point in "3) which will be 
useful for the mathematical treatment of the EOM. Those properties are presented in Eq. (3.5) as:
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Using this spatial notation in Eq. (3.1) is rewritten in order to relate the physical quantities at any 
point of the rigid body and its center of mass, yielding:

In Eq. (3.6) the spatial velocity at the center of mass of the body may be written in terms of any 
other point (in this case frame-Oi), using the vector between these points: soi,cm. Taking the first 
derivative of the set of spatial velocities in Eq. (3.6) with respect to time, the set of spatial 
accelerations are:  

The second term of the Eq. (3.7) represents the Coriolis/centrifugal accelerations, which both are 
dependent of the velocity. Decomposing this term yields:

Note that Coriolis and centrifugal accelerations in Eq. (3.8) just have a translational effect over the 
EOM. Other interesting aspect is the fact that the derivative with respect to time of any position 
vector is equivalent to the linear product between its angular velocity and itself. For explaining 
this fact, let suppose a frame of reference denoted by {f}* that is rotating with respect to a Q*-axis 
with an angular velocity ! (defined as a vector of magnitude ! directed along the Q*-axis). If a 
vector denoted as r is fixed with respect to this frame of reference, its derivative is null, but its 
derivative with respect to other frame of reference is given by: 

To demonstrate Eq. (3.9), Fig. 3.2 shows the derivative respects to time of a rotating:

Fig. 3.2 Derivative of a rotating frame with respect to time.
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Taking Eq. (3.9) and using the concept of the derivative of any vector with respect to time (in this 
case dr/dt):

From Fig. 3.2, let takes into account that a vector is composed by its magnitude and direction, and 
verifying that Eq. (3.9) complies with these conditions, then the magnitude of dr/dt is defined as:

If the term !t in Eq.(3.10) has a smaller value, it is evident from Fig. 3.2 that:

Hence, the direction of (w"r) can be found based on the vectorial product perpendicular to the 
vector r and the plane of the circle depicted in Fig. 3.2; hence:

Once the spatial velocity and acceleration equations has been defined, now we focus on the spatial 
force acting on the body’s CM. First of all, the spatial momentum of the body is defined by the 
following expression:

Where the term Icm is the spatial inertia of the body, and is obtained by combining its mass and first 
and second moments of mass with respect to the point of interest in the body. Assuming that the 
body has a mass m and moment of inertia Jcm about the body’s CM, the spatial inertia operator is 
then defined as:

where the term Jcm is also known as the inertia tensor, which can be defined with respect to any 
frame of reference linked or not to the rigid body. This tensor is composed by the moments and 
inertia products which are calculated over the volume of the CM-frame (of any other point), as:   

From Eq. (3.16), the inertia moments represent the resistance that the body presents when is 
accelerating, and they are calculated taking the volume integral by the square perpendicular 
distance from the corresponding axis. Likewise, the inertial products components represent the 
mass distribution of the body to both sides of a traced plane throughout the body. These equations 
are described as shown in Eq. (3.17):
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In some cases, the inertia tensor must be calculated from other point that not corresponds to the 
center of mass of the body. In that case, the parallel axes theorem [42] defines how the inertia tensor 
changes when the frame of reference is moving (translation). This relation is established between 
the inertia tensor projected onto a  frame of reference located at the center of mass of the body with 
the inertia tensor measured with respect to a new frame of reference located at other point of the 
body. This theory establishes that:

Using Eq. (3.14) , the spatial forces acting on the center of mass of the rigid body, are:

The second term from Eq. (3.19) corresponds to the gyroscopic spatial forces acting on the center of 
mass of the body. This term is:

Finally, using the applied spatial force in Eq (3.19) and the parallel axes theorem in Eq. (3.18) for 
projecting the inertia term Icm , the Fcm term can be projected onto the frame-Oi as:

Note that in Eq. (3.21), the term Soi,cmIcmST
oi,cm corresponds to the parallel axis theorem applied to 

Icm . This new spatial inertia operator now referred onto the frame-Oi is:

Likewise, the gyroscopic forces from Eq. (3.20) now applied to the frame-Oi are:
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To observe the physical effect of the gyroscopic forces in detail, Eq. (3.23) is expanded as follows:

Finally, using Eq. (3.22) and (3.23), the set of spatial forces in the frame-Oi are defined as:

This section has introduced the mathematical foundation for the dynamics modeling of a single 
rigid body using the spatial algebra for that purpose. All the theory provisioned will be useful for 
obtaining the dynamics equations of motion of the regarded aerial vehicles. Next section presents 
the frames of reference to use as well as the kinematics equation of the vehicle. 

3.3.  Equations of Motion

3.3.1.  The quadrotor concept

The quadrotor is an underactuated mechanical system with 6-DoF and only four actuators. The 
main forces and moments are produced by the propellers. Those four propellers are in cross 
configuration, meaning that the two pair or propellers (1,3) and (2,4) showed in Fig. 3.3-b, turn in 
opposite directions. By modifying the rotor speed, the lift force changes in order to generate 
motion. Thus, increasing or decreasing the speed of the four propellers together generates vertical 
motion. Changing the speed of the propellers 2 and 4 conversely produces roll rotation coupled 
with lateral motion. Pitch rotation is obtained similarly by acting on the propellers 1 and 3. Yaw 
rotation results from the difference in the counter-torque (drag) between each pair of propellers.

(b)(a)
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Fig. 3.3 a) Motion variables and parameters acting on the quadrotor. b) Top-view of the quadrotor 
and torque rotation sense. 

As shown in Fig. 3.3, each motor of the vehicle produces an upward force F and a torque ". The 
spatial force equation obtained in Eq. (3.25) condenses both angular and translational forces. In 
order to grasp the most number of physical effects acting on the vehicle, EOM are obtained based 
on the morphology defined to the Draganflyer-quad system, the mainframes: MF-1 contains main 
electronics and MF-2 is the battery and IMU. The next subsection introduces the kinematics 
frames, as well as dynamics EOM.
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3.3.2.  The Coaxial concept 

Although most helicopters employ a conventional single-rotor configuration, pioneers of 
helicopter building know about the fundamental advantages of coaxial design (see Fig. 3.6). The 
main reason that makes a coaxial helicopter so special is because it uses two contra-rotating rotors 
to compensate each other’s torque that they apply to the helicopter fuselage when they rotate. 
Without a tail rotor, coaxial helicopter can devote all the power in developing lift, which increases 
the power efficiency of a coaxial helicopter. Experimental data shows that the coaxial design 
requires 5% less power in hover for same given thrust as single-rotor helicopter [43]. 

Also, the coaxial configuration has a more compact structure than a single-rotor because it does not 
need to mount a rear shaft longer than the main rotor's blade-swept radius in the airframe. The 
result of this is a reducing of coaxial-rotor helicopter size by 35-40% as compared with the single-
rotor one. In this instance, the moment of inertia of coaxial helicopter decreases, which increases 
the controllability and maneuverability of the helicopter.

Fig. 3.4 Frontside-view of the Coaxial prototype concept ith tail rotor.

3.3.3.  MAV Kinematics

The rotation of a rigid body in space can be parameterized using several methods: Euler angles, 
quaternion, Tait-Bryan angles, etc. [44]. The most extensively used method in aerospace 
engineering is the Euler angles, which consist in a mathematical representation of three successive 
rotations about the three different possible angles: Roll, Pitch and Yaw. Those angles, as well as the 
quad-rotor and inertial frames are shown in Fig. 3.5.
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The inertial frame f{i} is a ground fixed coordinate system in which it x-axis is directed to the north, 
the y-axis to the east and the z-axis points into de ground. The vehicle frame f{v} is located at the 
center of mass of the quad-rotor and its axes are aligned with the axes of the inertial frame if non-
rotation is applied. For instance, basic kinematics transformations are obtained using just these 
both frames. However, note from Fig. 3.5 that other frames are also depicted. The f{r} frame is the 
Frenet-Serret frame composed by three unit-vector: the normal (en), bio-normal (eb), and tangent 
(et). This frame moves along the desired trajectory and it will useful for defining our hybrid control 
approach called “Backstepping+FST”, which uses the Frenet-Serret Theory as a foundation to 
merge kinematics properties of the vehicle within the control law. In addition, the f{c} and f{R} 
frames are modifications of the Serret frame f{r} and will be explained in the Control Section of this 
document in detail.

Previously to the definition of the kinematics transformations, lets review the basic matrix rotation 
matrices used for defining rotations of a solid around an axe of motion. This rotations matrices that 
represent the Euler angles conventions are shown as follows, starting with the Roll angle rotation 
about the x-axis1: 

The Pitch angle rotation about the y-axis:

And finally the Yaw angle rotation matrix about the z-axis:

The complete rotation matrix, called Direct Cosine Matrix [44] is derived by three successive 
rotations composed by Eq.(3.26) and 3.37, meaning: rotating a "-roll angle about x-axis, a #-pitch 
angle about y-axis, and a $-yaw angle about z-axis, as: 
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Using Eq. (3.29), the relation between the linear velocity acting on the vehicle frame f{v} denoted 

as: vx vy vz!" #$
T

with respect the velocity of the inertial frame f{i}
 
!Px !Py !Pz!" #$

T
is denoted as:

In addition, to obtain the time variation of the Euler angles  ( !!, !", !# ) is necessary to relate the body 

angular rates:  (p,q,r) measured with the gyroscope , as:

Since  ( !!, !", !# ) rates are small values, and noting that: 
  
Rx
!!( ) = Ry

!"( ) = Rz
!#( ) =U , being U the 

identity operator, Eq. (3.31) is solved as:

The basic kinematics framework is presented by Eq. (3.30) and (3.32). 

3.3.4.  Quadrotor Dynamics

Using the dynamics foundation from From Eq. (3.19), the total spatial forces acting around the 
center of mass of the DraganFlyer quadrotor are:

Expanding Eq. (3.33) we obtain:

The spatial force Fcm,T ∈ 6 contains both torques and forces components staked into a six-
dimensional vector that includes the inertia Icm,T, coriolis accelerations  

!Soi,cm
T Voi  and the gyroscopic 

effects  
!Icm,TVcm . Also, Icm,T  indicates the total inertia of the vehicle due to the four rotors inertia (Ioi,i) 

and the vehicle mainframe inertia (Icm,c) where all the electronics with mass mT are onboard. The 

 !soi,cm term is the skew-symmetric matrix corresponding to the vector cross product operator of 
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identity operator. In order to obtain the spatial acceleration of the system as a function of the 
spatial forces, the inertia and the velocity-dependent force terms, Eq. (3.34) can be written as:

Equation (3.35) defines the 6-dimensional dynamics motion for the DraganFlyer quadrotor. For 
modeling the total inertia Jcm,T, spherical-shape (see Frame MF-1 in Fig. 3.3a) is adopted from main 
electronics with mass M1 and radius r, whereas rectangular (M2) and cylindrical (m,rm) shapes for 
second electronics (battery + IMU) and the 4-rotors respectively (see Frame MF-2 in Fig. 3.3a). The 
inertia tensor is then defined as:

The terms a,b,c refers to the lengths of the rectangular shape assumed for second electronics 
(MF-2). In order to represent the dynamics model defined in Eq. (3.35) into a state-equation that 
facilitates future control definition, the following term-association is regarded:

Finally, using the kinematics transformations previously defined in Eq. (3.32), and representing 
dynamics using state-equations (extracted from high-level notation in Eq. 3.35):     

3.3.5.  Coaxial Dynamics

Based on the coaxial morphology showed in Fig. 3.4 and considering stable hovering as an 
example, force balance is achieved when the sum of the thrust from two main rotors plus tail rotor 
force equals the gravitational force due to the weight of the helicopter.

In Eq.(3.39) the total inertia Jcm,T of the vehicle is defined as shown in Eq. (3.40):
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The  !si,cm term is the skew-symmetric matrix corresponding to the vector cross product operator of 

 
!si,cm . In addition  

!stop,cm , !sdown,cm are the he skew-symmetric matrices corresponding to the position 

vectors from both up and down propellers to the center of mass of the vehicle. Figure 3.4 shows 
this operators. The angular velocities ! top ,!down ,! tail  correspond to the propeller’s speed of main 

rotors and tail rotor. In Eq.(3.40), the parameters Rp and ep refer to the radius and thickness of the 
disk-shape formed by main propellers rotation (coaxial configuration showed in Fig. 3.4), whereas  
a,b, and c refer to the lengths of a rectangle-box shape assumed for electronics onboard. Finally, the 
mass mp and mcm refer to mass of main propellers and the mainframe of the vehicle respectively.

3.4.  Aerodynamics 

This section presents how to obtain aerodynamics equations of motion. A numerical method based 
on Blade Element Momentum Theory [45] is used to calculate the inflow along the length of the 
blade, then using that inflow and Lifting Line theory to calculate the local lift and drag on the 
blades. Subsequently, thrust and power characteristics are calculated based on simulation results.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 3.6 Airfoil parameter design by Blade Element Modeling.



Thrust and power are calculated from the local values and summed along the length of the blades 
to give the totals. This numerical method works for multiple blade configurations through the 
input parameters (see Fig. 3.6):

๏Angle of attack (Angle between the chord-line and the horizontal)[deg].
๏RPM of the rotor.
๏Number of blades N.
๏Chord length [m].
๏Maximum radius of the blade R[m].
๏Root and Tip chord [m].

      
Blade Element Momentum Theory equates two methods of examining how a wind turbine 
operates. The first method is to use a momentum balance on a rotating annular stream tube 
passing through a turbine. The second is to examine the forces generated by the airfoil lift and 
drag coefficients at various sections along the blade. These two methods then give a series of 
equations that can be solved iteratively. 

Consider the stream tube around a wind turbine shown in Fig. 3.6-c. Four stations are shown in the 
diagram: 1) some way upstream of the turbine, 2) just before the blades, 3) just after the blades and 
4) some way downstream of the blades. Between 2) and 3) energy is extracted from the wind and 
there is a change in pressure as a result. 

Assume p1 = p4 and that V2 = V3 . We can also assume that between 1) and 2) and between 3) and 
4) the flow is frictionless so we can apply Bernoulli’s equation. After some algebra: 

Relating the forces as a function of pressure: 

Substituting yields:

Now consider a blade divided up into N  elements as shown in Fig. 3.6-b. Each of the blade 
elements will experience a slightly different flow as they have a different rotational speed (#r), a 
different chord length (c) and a different twist angle ($). Blade element theory involves dividing up 
the blade into a sufficient number (usually between ten and twenty) of elements and calculating 
the flow at each one. Overall performance characteristics are determined by numerical integration 
along the blade span. The average rotational flow over the blade due to wake rotation is therefore 
!/2. The blade is rotating with speed #. The average tangential velocity that the blade experiences 
is therefore %r+1/2!r. This is shown in Fig. 3.9-left, and yields:

p2 ! p3 =
1
2
" V1

2 !V4
2( ) (3.41)

dFx = p2 ! p3( )dA =
1
2
" V1

2 !V4
2( )dA
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(3.42)

(3.43)
dFx =

1
2
!V1

2 4a 1" a( )#$ %&2'rdr

!r + "r
2

= !r 1+ #a( ) (3.44)



        
Fig. 3.7 Flow and Forces on the blade.

where !a =" 2# is the angular induction factor. Now note that from Fig. 3.7-right, the value of the 

angle ! varies from blade element to another. From Eq. 3.44 this angle is solved as:

Where V is used to represent the incoming flow velocity V1. In addition the forces on the blade 
element (see Fig. 3.7-right), note that by definition the lift and drag forces are perpendicular and 
parallel to the incoming flow. For each blade element one can see: 

where dL and dD are the lift and drag forces on the blade element respectively. Both dL and dD can 
be found from the definition of the lift and drag coefficients as follows: 

where W = V 1! a( ) cos"( )!1 . Finally The torque on an element dT is simply the tangential force 

multiplied by the radius. 

Fig. 3.8 Blade aerodynamics forces during rotation.

The effect of the drag force is clearly seen in the equations, an increase in thrust force on the 
machine and a decrease in torque (and power output).

tan! =
"r 1+ #a( )
V 1$ a( )

(3.45)

(3.46)dF! = dL cos" # dDsin"
dFx = dL sin" + dDcos"

(3.47)
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This kind of analysis is useful for an optimization for vehicle design. In our case, we do not need to 
design and airfoil but we need to include and contrast airfoil-parameters in order to achieve 
accuracy simulation results. Both lift and drag forces depends on the angle of the blade, hence 
sustentation force varies along the blade surface. An example of this variation is shown in Fig. 3.8, 
and results of this variation are consigned in Fig. 3.10 respectively.

First of all both Draganflyer and Micro-Mosquito’s airfoils parameters are extracted from Fig. 3.9 
and using twenty airfoil division elements, Blade Element equations are computed. Both lift and 
drag coefficients CL, CD profiles are estimated as a function of blade surface distance x/R (see Fig. 
3.10). In addition, numerical results for both MAV prototypes are consigned in Appendix E.

Aerodynamics effects are addressed (lift and drag forces), and they are dependent of air density 

 !air , the rotor span area A, and proportional to the square of the propeller rotation speed: !. A 

propeller produces thrust by pushing air in a direction perpendicular to it's plane of rotation. 
Whether the airflow is in the direction of the angular velocity vector or opposite depends on the 
shape of the propeller. The airflow generates thrust to push the aircraft in reaction to the air drag 
on the blades.

Fig. 3.9  Draganflyer (left) and Micro-Mosquito (right) airfoils-description.

The thrust or lift force and the drag force, which is parallel to the direction of blade motion are: 

dT = B 1
2
!W 2 CL cos" # CD sin"( )cdr (3.48)

-RPM of the rotor: 16500 [rpm] 
-alpha slope of the airfoil: 0.06 [1/deg] 
-Number of blades: 4
-Blade chord length: 0.06 [m]
-Maximum radius of the blade: 0.02[m]
-Root length: 0.02[m]
-Tip length: 0.01 [m] 

0.35[m]

0.15[m]

0.06[m]

-RPM of the rotor: 24000 [rpm] 
-alpha slope of the airfoil: 0.072 [1/deg] 
-Number of blades: 2
-Blade chord length: 0.06 [m]
-Maximum radius of the blade: 0.03[m]
-Root length: 0.03[m] 
-Tip length: 0.015[m]

0.02[m]

0.01[m]

0.03[m]

0.015[m]
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2
"2 = KM ,L"

2
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2

(3.49)



Fig. 3.10  Results for Blade-Element-Theory computation for lift CL-D and drag coefficients CD-D
for the DraganFlyer and CL-MM, CD-MM for the Micro-Mosquito, as a function of blade surface 

distance x/R.

To address the aerodynamics effects in Eq. (3.49) into the dynamics equations of motion in           
Eq. (3.35) and (3.39) for both quadrotor and coaxial concepts, a model of the MAV’s motors must 
be included (next Subsection 3.5 introduces this approach). 

Mapping these equations need to regard the following relations: in the case of the quadrotor 
system, the rolling torque is produced by the forces of the right and left motors: "2 and "4  

respectively (see Fig. 3.3-b) and similarly, the pitching torque is produced by the forces of the front 
and back actuators: &3 and &1. Equation 3.50 shows this issue based on Eq. (3.49).

The term fcm,T refers  to the rotational force component, and Fi !i :1 = 1..4( ) are the resultant lift 

force component of each motor. In the case of our coaxial mechanism, the total forces fcm,T  are 

composed by both lift and drag forces (Ftop+Fdown). Also, the Ftail force allows the vehicle to perform 
pitch motion and consequently forward and backward motion. Finally, pitching and yawing 
torques are related to:

  

Fcm ,T = Flift ,i
i=1

4

! " Fdrag ,i

fcm ,T[x] = #$ = soi ,cm F4 " F2( )
fcm ,T[y ] = #% = soi ,cm F1 " F3( )
fcm ,T[z] = #& = # 2 + # 4 "# 1 "# 3

(3.50)

  

!" = si ,cmFtail

!# = sup ,cm! top $ sdown ,cm! down

(3.51)



3.5. Rotor Dynamics

As any other electric motor, the D.C. motor has two different parts: the rotor, which is the element 
that rotates, as its name indicates; and the stator, which remains fixed. In a D.C. motor, the rotor is 
also called the armature. The rotation of the armature is achieved thanks to the electromagnetic 
torque &, as it was indicated before. To generate this torque, the stator is fitted with permanent 
magnets or with electromagnets, and the armature is fitted with its own electromagnet (essentially 
a coil or winding). When the current passes through this coil, the resultant electromagnetic force 
pushes the armature, making it rotate. To prevent the armature from reversing its motion as the 
poles of the armature electromagnet pass the poles of the stator, a commutator reverses the 
polarity of the armature electromagnet. In order to do so, the armature is fitted with brushes that 
press against the commutator. Incidentally, these brushes are the main source of friction torque. 
 
For developing motor equations, the voltage and the current are represented as: va  and ia 

respectively. The differential equations of a motor equivalent electronic circuit representation are:

Where &M is the electromagnetic torque over the armature, vf  and if  are the field voltage and current 
respectively, va  and ia are the voltage and current in the coil of the armature, !M is the rotational 

speed of the motor, Lf  and La are the inductances of the windings of the stator and the armature, Rf  

and Ra are the resistances of the windings of the stator and the armature and KIM is a constant of the 
motor.

From literature [46], there are different methods to control DC motors, however the most common 
of those is the Armature-current control, which basically, the aim is to keep the magnetic flux in the 
field constant, that is to keep if constant. To do this, either vf is kept constant or the stator coils are 
replaced by permanent magnets. From a mathematical point of view, this means that Eq. (3.60) can 
be dropped off and that KIM if can be considered as a single constant which will be named KM, and 
the control variable is va.

In this way, the mathematical model of a DC motor contains 3 variables:  !M ,"M ,va , and three 

constant that depend on the kind of motor: KM, Ra, La. . Appendix F shows the information about the 
RS-545SH motor provided by Mabuchi manufacturer (DraganFlyer Vehicle). It gives data from 
three different points of the steady state regime: the no-load point, the maximum efficiency point 
and the stalling point. In addition, Appendix G shows the information about both Micro-
Mosquito’s 4mm and 7mm coreless motors (main rotor and tail respectively). 

Because experimental testing will perform using just the DraganFlyer quadrotor instead of the 
Micro-Mosquito (just in simulation), a motor identification process is applied to this quadrotor 
platform. The DraganFlyer is equipped with four fixed-pitch rotors (no swash plate), each one 
includes a Brush-Less Direct Current (BLDC) motor. A first-order transfer function) is sufficient to 
reproduce the dynamics between the propeller’s speed setpoint and its true speed.

 

va = KIMi f!M + Raia + La

dia

dt

v f = Rf i f + Lf

di f

dt
"M = KIMi f ia

(3.52)

 

!M = KMia

va = KM"M +
Ra

KM

!M +
La

KM

d!M

dt

(3.53)



Fig. 3.11  Rotor step response measured at propeller’s shaft. 

The first-order transfer function (LaPlace) is:

3.6. System Identification and Validation

System identification is an important process to achieve the best control results. Control algorithms 
are extracted from the analysis of dynamics EOM, that in our case, were obtained based on 
Newton’s Euler formalism. This section presents the system identification based on Autoregressive 
Moving Average (ARMA) methodology. Several experimental testing were performed to link 
output and input signals that allowed to find an approximate model of the real-system. In this 
case, we have just focused on the DraganFlyer quadrotor because is the most-used platform during 
the experimental testing of the M-ION architecture. The results of this section allowed to validated 
the EOM for both angular rates and linear velocity quadrotor behavior (key to future 
implementations of the control algorithms).

3.6.1.  Output and Input model relation

In order to obtain a model of the system, the first step requires to measure the system response as a 
function of the control inputs. The main goal for the identification is to use the IMU measurements 
in relation to angular rates, in order to identify the behavior of angular and translational speed.

Fig. 3.12  System setup for output/input data capturing. 
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 Fig. 3.13 IMU response as a function of input parameters (DraganFlyer). 

Figure 3.12 shows the scheme used obtain the data samples. The quadrotor was manually handled 
using the R/C controller and the IMU was used to feedback the response of the system as a 
function of the inputs. Basic take-off, hovering, and motion of roll, pitch, yaw angles were saved 
into a database to subsequently perform data analysis. Several experiments were conducted, and 
the average of those results are consigned in Fig. 3.13.

3.6.2. NARMAX methodology: System Validation.

Mathematical models can be classified as: deterministic, stochastic, dynamic, static, lineal, 
nonlinear, continuos or discrete.      

Fig. 3.14  Description of the identification process.
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Based on these classification, there are some mathematical methodologies that are used for 
analyzing the behavior or patterns for a specific model. In statistics and signal processing, 
autoregressive moving average (ARMA) models  are usually used to estimate how is the behavior 
of a system. This deterministic method considers the existing relations between the output 
information of the system against its input. Based on the average of these relationships, a 
polynomial model is used to approach the behavior of the system including a certain degree of 
uncertainties.

The identification process requires to start from a collection of preliminary data that is composed 
by an output y(t) and an input u(t). A finite number of samples compose the observation state, as:

The goal, is to define a mathematical model that relates the observation state based on input and 
output measurements of the system at hand. To achieve this, an estimation of the N+1 state is 

obtained based on the estimation parameters set: 
  
! = a1 a2 b1 b2

"# $%
T

. These parameters compose 

the following model:
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Fig. 3.15 DraganFlyer attitude (angles, rates) identified-model.

(3.55)
  
ZN = u 0( ) , y 0( ) ,u 1( ) , y 1( )..u N( ) , y N( ){ }!N : t = 1..N

(3.56)
  
y t( ) + a1y t ! 1( ) + a2y t ! 2( ) = b1u t ! 1( ) + b2u t ! 2( )
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Fig. 3.16  DraganFlyer velocity identified-model. 

Using the system identification Toolbox provided by Matlab2, an autoregressive moving average 
with external input model estimator has been used to estimate the solution in Eq. (3.56). Based on 
the input and output data source consigned in Fig. 3.13, the model of the system is defined as 
shown in Table II.

Table II.  
Best-average polynomial results for parameters estimation. 

Parameters Polynomial

Roll
  9.3488t3 ! 0.5470t2 + 0.0261t + 0.0005

Pitch
  5.2006t3 + 0.3006t2 + 0.0093t + 0.0005

Roll rate
  9.3488t3 ! 0.5470t2 + 0.0261t + 0.0005

Pitch rate
  8.31t3 ! 0.23t2 + 0.020t + 0.0005

Vel-X
  3.3646t3 ! 2.3554t2 + 6.298t ! 0.8401

Vel-Y
  8.005t3 ! 13.001t2 + 1.395t + 4.86

2 http://www.mathworks.com/products/sysid/ 

http://www.mathworks.com/products/sysid/
http://www.mathworks.com/products/sysid/


Using these results, a comparison between the theoretical dynamics model previously obtained 
and the identified-models listed in Table II is showed in Fig.  3.15. Note how the model estimation 
and the experimental data approach to each other. The error is also shown in Fig. 3.16.

3.7.  Sensors Modeling

As mentioned, MAVs generally have a wingspan of less than 50 centimeter and weight less than 
200 grams. These morphological constraints requires special hardware on-board capable of 
bringing accuracy performance considering the size of these devices. Larger helicopters and 
aircraft robots are normally equipped with high-performance sensors (IMUs, GPS, laser, cameras, 
etc) due to their large-payload capabilities. Nonetheless, in micro-robotics area, sensors become 
other problem to regard. Based on MEMS technology, our MAV sensor modeling block regards 
mathematical description of the following sensors:

๏Visual sensor: a built-in mini camera for indoor navigation.
๏MEMS IMU: a gyro to measure the angular body rates: [p, q, r] and subsequently the time 

variation of the Euler angles  
!!, !", !#$% &'

T
and an accelerometer to measure the vehicle’s 

acceleration 
 
!!Px , !!Py , !!Pz!" #$

T
.

๏Pressure sensor: to measure altitude.

3.7.1.  Camera

The M-ION architecture must support indoor navigation besides outdoor flight based on GPS. 
Within GPS-denied environments, a visual sensing of the scenario is perhaps the most suitable 
method to achieve position control based on camera measurements.
Placing a camera onboard open new possibilities about how to achieve indoor autonomous 
navigation. Basically, a camera could be used for:

๏  To implement a SLAM solution (using other complementary sensors, e.g. laser) that obtain 
a computational-map representation of the environment (perfectly for scenario 
exploration).

๏  To implement an optic-flow method that achieves indoor navigation with obstacle 
avoidance capability.

๏  To implement a vision-tracking method that allows the vehicle to track a defined target, 
e.g. a mark, other robot, etc.

 
The two-first functionalities (SLAM and Optic-flow) require additional computational resources 
for a real-time integration within the system navigation control. For this thesis, the objective in 
terms of indoor navigation is focused on visual tracking tasks. Concretely, the MAVs must track a 
target that is moving on the ground, holding a fixed altitude during the flight. In this sense, the    
M-ION architecture (for indoor navigation) includes the necessary camera equations that allows        
closing the control feedback to obtain 3-dimensional position control. 

This section briefly describes how to estimate the planar position of the MAV based on the camera 
sensor. For simulation purposes, it’s been assumed that the camera is mounted so that its optical 
axis is aligned with the vehicle’s frame f{v} z-axis and so the x-axis points out the right of the 
vehicle and the y-axis points to the back. This model is shown in Fig. 3.17:
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Fig. 3.17  The camera frames of references. 

The position of the target is given by the vector: [Px ,Py ,Pz]T which corresponds to the pixel location 
on image plane: ('x,-'y). The objective is to establish the relationship between both locations 
allowing to project the target position onto the frame of reference of the camera. 

This relation is obtained from geometry shown in Fig. 3.17 and Eq. (3.57). The term ( refers to the 
camera field-of-view (FoV). Likewise, the height above ground is given by -Pz, the lateral position 
error is Py, the roll angle is , the lateral pixel location of the target in the image plane is 'x-'y , and 
the total number of pixels along the lateral axis of the camera will be denoted as Mx, My.

3.7.2.  MEMS Gyros

Many types of MEMS gyroscopes have appeared in the literature [47], [48], with most falling into 
the categories of tuning-fork gyros, oscillating wheels, Foucault pendulums, and wine glass 
resonators. Conventional (non-MEMS) spinning wheel gyros are common, but levitation and 
rotation of a MEMS device with no springs has not been commercialized yet. All of them take 
advantage of the coriolis effect, which relates the rotating angular velocity denoted as % with a 
mass M moving with velocity V due to a force: F = 2MV x  %.

Gyroscope performance is very sensitive to all potential manufacturing variations, packaging, 
linear acceleration, temperature, etc. To achieve high performance and low-cost, lots of care must 
be taken during the initial design. Gyroscope designers must achieve a solution that can be 
insensitive to most of these potential variations.

 
Tuning Fork Gyroscopes: Tuning fork gyros [47] contain a pair 
of masses that are driven to oscillate with equal amplitude but 
in opposite directions. When rotating, the coriolis force creates 
an orthogonal vibration that can be sensed by a variety of 
mechanisms. Rotation causes the proof masses to vibrate out of 
plane, and this motion is sensed capacitively.

(3.57)
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Vibrating-wheel Gyroscopes: In this type of gyro [48], the 
wheel is driven to vibrate about its axis of symmetry, and 
rotation about either in-plane axis results in the wheel's 
tilting, a change that can be detected with capacitive 
electrodes under the wheel.

Wine Glass Resonator Gyroscopes: A third type of gyro is 
the wine glass resonator [47]. This device is also known as a 
hemispherical resonant gyro. In a wine glass gyro, the 
resonant ring is driven to resonance and the positions of the 
nodal points indicate the rotation angle. The input and 
output modes are nominally degenerate, but due to 
imperfect machining some tuning is required. A permanent 
magnet sits above the MEMS device. Current passing 
through the conducting legs creates a force that resonates 
the ring. This Coriolis-induced ring motion is detected by 

induced voltages as the legs cut the magnetic field. Simple equation can be used to describe how 
the coriolis effect change the frequency of the vibration, thus detecting the rotation. The analog 
output of the gyro is given by: 

  
vgyro = kgyro! + "gyro +#gyro .

The vgyro, is the output of the gyro (volts), % is the angular rate measured in (rad/s), kgyro is a gain 
given by the datasheet of the paper, )gyro is the bias term, strongly dependent on temperature and 
finally the (gyro is the zero mean white noise. Setting three rate gyros aligned along the x, y and z 
axes of the MAV allows to measure the angular body rates (see Appendix B: IMU Technical Details). 
As previously mentioned, MEMS gyros are analog devices that are sample by on-board processing. 
For simulation purpose we will assume that the sample rate is given by Ts. Nonetheless, normal 
commercial gyros of this class operate approximatively at 𐅼120 Hz. The formulas to measure 
angular rates are shown in Eq. (3.58):

The sensor-fusion section of this document will describe how to obtain the angular rates  
!!, !", !#$% &'

T
 

based on filtering the rates: [p, q, r]T given by the IMU in Eq. (3.58). 

3.7.3.  MEMS Accelerometers

The physical mechanisms underlying MEMS accelerometers include capacitive, piezo-resistive, 
electromagnetic, piezoelectric, ferroelectric, optical, and tunneling [47]. The most successful types 
are based on capacitive transduction; the reasons are the simplicity of the sensor element itself, no 
requirement for exotic materials, low power consumption, and good stability over temperature. 

(3.58)

  

vgyro ,x = kgyro ,xp + !gyro ,x +"gyro ,x

vgyro ,y = kgyro ,yq + !gyro ,y +"gyro ,y

vgyro ,z = kgyro ,zr + !gyro ,z +"gyro ,z



Although many capacitive transducers have a nonlinear capacitance versus 
displacement characteristic, feedback is commonly used to convert the 
signal to a linear output. These capacitive transduction kind normally 
contain a small plate attached to torsion levers. The plate rotates under 
acceleration and changes the capacitance between the plate and the 
surrounding walls. Among the specifications to consider when choosing an 
accelerometer are bandwidth, noise floor, cross-axis sensitivity, drift, 
linearity, dynamic range, shock survivability, and power consumption.

Accelerometer formula is similar to the rate gyros:

where A is the acceleration given in [m/s2], The vacc is the output of the accelerometer (volts), kacc is 
a gain given by the datasheet of the paper, )gyro is the bias term, and finally the (aa is the zero mean 
white noise. In order to project the acceleration-terms with respect to the body-frame of reference   
f{v}, the acceleration formula is basically treated as:

Representing Eq. (3.60) regarding the components of force and acceleration, yields:

3.7.4.  Pressure sensor for Altitude Sensing.

This is useful in aircraft, rockets, satellites, weather balloons, and many 
other applications. All these applications make use of the relationship 
between changes in pressure Pr relative to the altitude h. This 
relationship is governed by the following equation:

This equation is calibrated for an altimeter, up to 36,090! feet (11,000!m). Outside that range, an 
error will be introduced which can be calculated differently for each different pressure sensor. 
These error calculations will factor in the error introduced by the change in temperature as we go 
up. Barometric pressure sensors can have an altitude resolution of less than 1!meter, which is 
significantly better than GPS systems (about 20!meters altitude resolution).

3.8. Sensor Fusion for MAV-state Estimation

Previous subsections showed how to include sensor mathematical models into the MAV modeling 
module of the M-ION architecture. These equations will be very useful in terms of simulation 
purposes, achieving more accurately simulation results. In practice however, there is another need.  
In order to feedback the real sensor responses from IMU, GPS, and pressure sensor, signal filtering 

 vacc = kaccA + !acc +"acc
(3.59)
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for removing sensor noise, and subsequently MAV-state estimation (based on sensor reading) for 
achieving control, becomes mandatory.  

Attitude and Position estimation is a solved problem when high-quality instrumentation is 
utilized. Inertial navigation units typically use Kalman Filtering techniques to fuse data 
observations from rate gyros, three-axis accelerometers, and three-axis magnetometers. Integrating 
the rate gyros provides good estimates of attitude angles over short durations, and errors depend 
greatly on the quality of the gyros used. Expensive rate gyros such as laser ring gyroscopes make 
excellent sensors for large aircraft, but small vehicles with limited payloads restrict the available 
sensors to MEMS gyros which offer lower quality of estimation. 

The scope of this section is to describe how estimate the state of the MAVs from sensor 
measurements. The MAV dynamics model mainly involves two six-dimensional state variables for 

position: P= Px ,Py ,Pz ,!,",#$% &'
T

, and velocity V=
 
!Px , !Py , !Pz , !!, !", !#$% &'

T
respectively. For the correctly 

state estimation we present two steps: 

๏ Low pass filtering:  To filter the angular rates [p,q,r]T given by the rate MEMS-IMU sensor, in 

order to obtain the Euler rates:  
!!, !", !#$% &'

T
.

๏ The Kalman Filter: For estimating the MAV state:  
 
P̂x , P̂y , P̂z ,

!̂Px ,
!̂Py ,
!̂Pz!̂,"̂,#̂$

%
&
'
T

.

3.8.1.  Low-Pass Filtering

Dealing with measurement noise due to sensors is an important issue to consider within a control 
scheme. The objective is to filter the noise of the measurement of the angular rates: [p,q,r] given by 
the IMU. This section briefly introduces how to filter measurement noise by applying simple 
Laplace transforms representation of a low pass filter, which main equation is given by the 
following first-order differential equation:

Obtaining inverse Laplace transformation and using a zeroth order approximation of the derivative 
with sample rate T:

Zeroth order approximation requires that aT<<1 to be valid. Note that the filtered output of the 
filter y is a weighted average of its old value and the input u; if u is noisy then aT ∈ [0,1]  should be 
set to a small value. However, if u is relatively noise-free, then aT must be close to the unity. In 
order to discretizing the filter, we use the following expression:

 

y s( )
u s( ) =

a
s + a

(3.63)

   

!y = !ay + au

=
y t +T( )! y(t)

T
= !ay(t)+ au(t)

= y t +T( ) = y(t) 1! aT( ) + aTu(t)

(3.64)
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(3.65)



From the expanding exponential series: 
  
ex = 1+ x +

x2

2!
+ ...   we set that   e

!aT " 1! aT . Using Eq. (3.65) 

we will be able to filter noise from the sensor measurement. Hence the output of the filter will be 
the filtered output of the sensors: in the case of the rate gyro, we denote this procedure as shown in 
Eq. (3.66). See gyro formula in Eq. (3.58).

The estimation of the Euler-angles rates  
!!, !", !#$% &'

T
is obtain after applying kinematics 

transformation showed in Eq. (3.32) for the filtered outputs in Eq. (3.66).

3.8.2.  The Extended Kalman Filter -EKF 

The Kalman Filter (KF) was introduced in 1960 by R.E Kalman [49]. This methodology approaches 
a statistics technique that allows the appropriate estimation of the state of a system which includes 
dynamic uncertainties due to the noise generated by sensing the environment. Mathematically 
speaking, the KF is a set of equations that provides an efficient computational (recursive) means to 
estimate the state of a process, in a way that minimizes the mean of the squared error. The filter is 
very powerful in several aspects: it supports estimations of past, present, and even future states, 
when the precise nature of the modeled system is unknown. The normal KF addresses the general 
problem of trying to estimate the state X #"n of a discrete-time controlled process that is governed 
by a linear stochastic difference equation. However, for regarding non-linear processes, an 
extended Kalman Filter is presented for estimating the required state. Let us assume that our 
process has a state vector X #"n governed by a non-linear stochastic difference equation, as:

with a measurement Z #"m that is:

Where the random variables wk and vk represent the process and measurement noise. They are 
assumed to be independent of each other and with normal probability distributions as follows:

In practice, the process noise covariance Q and the measurement noise covariance R matrices 
might change with each time step or measurement, however for simulation purpose we assume 
they are constant. In Eq. (3.67), the non-linear function f relates the state at the previous time step 
k-1 to the state at the current time step k. It includes as parameters any driving function uk-1 and a    
zero-mean process noise wk. The non-linear function h in the measurement Eq. (3.68) relates the 
state Xk to the measurement Zk. Joining together the previous theory, to estimate a process with 
non-linear difference and measurement relationships, the equations that linearize an estimate 
about Eq. (3.67) and (3.68) is shown in Eq. (3.70), where:

  

p = LPF vgyro ,x( )
q = LPF vgyro ,y( )
r = LPF vgyro ,z( )

(3.66)

(3.67)
  
Xk = f Xk!1 ,uk!1 ,wk!1( ) ,

(3.68)
  
Zk = h Xk ,vk( )

   

p w( ) ! N 0,Q( )
p v( ) ! N 0, R( )

(3.69)



๏The parameters Xk and Zk are the actual state and measurement vectors. 

๏   X̂k  is a posteriori estimate of the state at step k.

๏A is the Jacobian matrix of partial derivatives of f with respect to X, which yields:

๏W is the Jacobian matrix of partial derivatives of f with respect to w, which yields:

๏ H and V are the Jacobian matrixes of partial derivatives of h with respect to x and v 
respectively:

   
H[i , j] =

!h[i]

!x[ j]

!Xk ,0( )
   ,       

V[i , j] =
!h[i]

!v[ j]

!Xk ,0( )

With those equations, the EKF is basically composed by four stages named as: Prediction, 
Observation, Comparison, and Correction depicted in Fig. 3.18. The prediction stage projects the state 
and covariance estimates from the previous time step k-1 to the current time step k. The function f 
(Prediction stage) comes from Eq. (3.67), Ak and Wk are the process Jacobians at step k, and Qk is the 
process noise covariance at step k.
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Fig. 3.18 The Extended Kalman Filter framework integrated into the estimation module of the      
M-ION architecture.

Once the measure of the environment has been done due to the sensors, the comparison and 
correction stages, also named as measurement update equations, correct the state and covariance 
estimates with the measurement Zk. The terms Hk and V are the measurements Jacobians at step k 
and Rk is the measurement noise covariance at step k.

   

Xk ! !Xk + A Xk"1 " X̂k"1( ) + Wwk"1

Zk ! !Zk + H Xk " !Xk( ) + Bvk

(3.70)

  
A[i , j] =

!f[i]

!X[ j]

X̂k"1 ,uk"1 ,0( )

  
W[i , j] =

!f[i]

!w[ j]

X̂k"1 ,uk"1 ,0( )



The IMU will be used to drive the Prediction stage, and the GPS, camera and pressure sensor (to 
measure position and altitude) will be used in the Correction stage. The propagation model is 
defined in Eq.(3.71). In addition, Fig. 3.19 shows the results after applying the filtering stage for the 
IMU readings. These are experimental IMU responses measured using the DraganFlyer platform.  

Fig. 3.19. Filtered IMU readings from DraganFlyer MAV (experimental).
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4.  Chapter IV: The MAV System Control
Previous section detailed the entire MAV modeling-process, including: dynamics equations of 
motion-EOM, aerodynamics effects, motor model, and sensors onboard. Furthermore, system 
identification was also presented (for the DraganFlyer quadrotor) aiming to validate the theoretical 
mathematical model achieved using the Newton Euler’s EOM. Finally, sensor fusion and state 
estimation was also introduced using Kalman theory.

This section presents how to develop different kind of control techniques based on the MAV 
models previously obtained. Basically the aim is to explore and propose  a novel control algorithm 
that improves on the standard linear controllers found in the common literature. In this sense, this 
section approach the following control methodologies for achieving MAV autonomous flight:

๏ PID Control: based on a simplified linear model for the MAVs, standard PID control is 
presented. The objective is simply to show how to define PID equations to achieve 
controllability of the MAVS. Nonetheless, simulation results will show that PID technique is 
not reliable and efficiently enough to control these kind of non-linear high underactuated 
systems. An exploration of nonlinear controllers must be regarded. 
๏ Backstepping Control: going from linear to non-linear, a more sophisticated “well-known” 
control technique based on the Lyapunov theory is also analyzed. The Backstepping control 
supports on the Lyapunov stability concept that guarantee asymptotic stabilization around 
some equilibrium points. Despite some improvements are achieved in terms of control 
tracking and disturbance rejection compared to PID results, attitude control could be even 
more improved. When the MAV is maneuvering at high-speeds that requires fast angular 
rate changes in orientation, the single backstepping approach does not response as desired. 
This is because the control law lacks of any term or function that relates the system dynamics 
with an angular rate set-point strictly dependent on MAV acceleration.          
๏ Backstepping+FST (the  proposed controller): To address fast attitude response, a new 
controller called Backstepping+FST is proposed. This controller is based on typical 
backstepping methodology, but with a new term addressed within the control law. This new 
term uses the Frenet Serret theory -FST, a methodology uses in vector-calculus useful to 
describe the kinematics of particles moving along a predefined trajectory in the Euclidian 
space. Basically, this theory is adopted to define an angular acceleration desired behavior. 
This angular acceleration function is strictly dependent on the real kinematics of the vehicle 
(velocity and acceleration) that finally is related to the dynamics behavior. At the end, the 
hypothesis of enhancing angular/attitude control is demonstrated through simulation and 
experimental results [18], [19], [20].

4.1.  The Control approach overview

During this thesis, several control approaches from theoretical development to final experiments 
were explored. As a first attempt, two linear controllers were tested, a PID and an LQR based on a 
simplified models. The main result was an autonomous hover flight but strong disturbances were 
poorly rejected. In the second attempt we reinforced the control using backstepping techniques. 
Improvements were introduced thanks to combine integral action within the control law (integral-
backstepping), [50], [51] in which consequently asymptotic stability is guaranteed, as well as 
steady state errors cancelation due to integral action. Nonetheless, poor analysis has been 
conducted on specifically improving attitude control while the aircraft is maneuvering at moderate 
speeds and performing aggressive changes in orientation. To improve on this, the Frenet-Serret 
Theory -FST formulation was introduced for enhancing attitude stabilization as a function of a 
desired aircraft acceleration command. The aim is to make the control law response more energetic  
in terms of fast response when the aircraft accelerates.



In this sense single backstepping is proposed as a single approach for position and altitude control 
whereas Backstepping+FST for attitude control. Next section explains this issue in detail. In 
addition, Fig. 4.1 shows the final control structure implemented for controlling the MAVs.

Fig. 4.1  The control structure implemented off-board the MAVs.

As shown in Fig. 4.1 this is the cascade-control scheme adopted for the MAVS (off-board control), 
and included within the M-ION architecture. In simulation mode, the sensor behavior (camera, IMU, 
etc) is modeled using the Sensor Models described in Section 3.7 of this document. In addition, the 
behavior of the MAVs is also modeled from the Dynamics and Aerodynamics Models obtained in 
Sections 3.3, 3.4 and 3.5 respectively. 

On the other hand, in experimental flying mode, the controllers act directly on the MAV (regarding 
control  signal mapping issues). The DraganFlyer uses GPS and IMU for sensing its 6-dimensional 
dynamics state, whereas the Hummingbird uses GPS, IMU as well, but includes a Pressure sensor 
in order to measure/control its altitude. In other words, the altitude on the DraganFlyer is not 
possible to be controlled yet, which must be handled by a human pilot. As mentioned, the 
hummingbird is also equipped with a camera onboard, however, visual control has only be tested 
on simulation. Future works includes experimental flight performing tracking tasks or optic-flow 
for maneuvering.

After this sneak peek of the control approach, next subsection will show how to develop control 
equations based on PID and Backstepping+FST methodologies.   

4.2. Control using PID Technique

This section shows how to develop PID control equations using the DraganFlyer quadrotor for 
exemplification. For the Hummingbird quadrotor and the Micro-Mosquito coaxial MAV, the 
procedure is almost the same, just regarding the appropriate dynamics model showed in Eq. (3.35) 
(quadrotor mechanism), and Eq. (3.39), (coaxial mechanism) respectively.

The nonlinear dynamics model presented in Eq. (3.38) (DraganFlyer quadrotor model) contains 
Coriolis and gyroscopic effects. In order to obtain a simplified linear model from Eq. (3.38), these 
effects must be neglected. In this case, the effects of motor dynamics are more important than the 
effects previously mentioned. Using a simplified model showed in Eq. (4.1), PID controller can be 
designed. 
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4.2.1. PID Attitude Control

The control objective is to maintain the MAV-quadrotor in a constant altitude (Pz) while tracing the 
trajectory defined by the target on ground. This controller is based on the camera information 
feedback to the system. Figure 4.2 shows this scenario. Furthermore, Fig. 3.17 also showed this 
concept and the equations for modeling camera as a visual sensor. 

Target

!
!

-Py

-Pz

Onboard camera

Optical axis

FoV

L

Image Plane

fd

Size of target on

image plane

Fig. 4.2 Front-view of the scenario for controlling altitude based on camera tracking tasks.

The attitude set-point commands depends on the ground motion of the target. In order to find the 
desired force to define those commands, the F/m term from  

!!Pz in Eq. (4.1) is isolated, and then 

replaced within both  
!!Px, !!Py " ux ,uy equations as:

Isolating both # and " terms from Eq. (4.2), the desired pitch and roll commands are:

The PID control laws for pitch, roll and yaw angles are shown in (4.4). 

Finally, control inputs are mapped by (note #i refers to motor angular speed and KM,L , KM,D to both 
lift and drag constants):
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4.2.2. PID Altitude Control.

From Fig. 4.2, the objective is to establish an equation that relates the real size of the target (L), the 
size of the target projected in the image plane ' (given in pixels), the focal distance fd, and the 
altitude to hold Pz.. This equation is easily found using simple triangles relation as:

Taking the second derivative of Pz in Eq. (4.6) yields:

The control strategy is to implement a PID controller us that drive the MAV altitude Pz to a desired 
altitude based on the size of the target projected in the image-plane of the camera. For this, we 
assume the camera returns the size of the target -in pixels- denoted by the term ! . The PID control 

law that then drives the size of the target on camera ! to the desired one ! d  is: 

In order to merge the PID dynamics in Eq. (4.8) with the dynamics of the system to be controlled, 
in this case  uz =

!!Pz , let isolate the term  !!! from Eq. (4.7): 

Merging the control us  from Eq.(4.8) within the dynamics  !!!  in Eq. (4.8), yields:

Finally, solving Eq. (4.10) for uz , the equation for achieving altitude control is:
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4.2.3. PID Position Control 

A PID vision-based controller is defined for controlling the Px and Py positions. The control 
objective is to drive both values to zero. In this sense, the control laws are:

From Section 3.7.1 (camera modeling), we had that the position of the target is given by the vector: 
[Px ,Py ,Pz]T which corresponds to the pixel location on image plane: ('x,-'y). Furthermore, the term 
( refereed to the camera field-of-view (FoV). Likewise, the total number of pixels along the lateral 
axis of the camera are denoted as Mx, My. In this sense, the relative position errors along x-axis and 
y-axis are given by:

4.2.4. PID Simulation Results 

Using Simulink, this section shows the first tests of MAV control using a PID. Due to Attitude 
control is the heart of the control system, let first focus on roll-! control procedure. Pitch and Yaw 

results also follow the same procedure. Using a Laplace representation for PID equation, motor 
dynamics, aerodynamics and system dynamics, we have the following closed-feedback diagram:

  
Fig. 4.3 PID roll control Simulation.

The closed-feedback transfer function is then:

To achieve a damping ratio ! = 1  and a stabilization time of ! = 5s , the following function is used 

to define the PID variables and performance (note !n =
4
"#

 ): 
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Using the information provisioned in Table III, and setting the pole a = !1.5 three times faster than 
the poles of the system (in the case of roll), the Laplace transfer functions for attitude control are:

Table III consigns all the parameters used for the simulation:

Table III
Draganflyer-quadrotor parameters for attitude PID control

Description Notation Value [unit]

Inertia tensor in x-axis Jx 0.0075 [Kg.m2]

Inertia tensor in y-axis Jy 0.0075 [Kg.m2]

Inertia tensor in z-axis Jz 0.014 [Kg.m2]

Gravity acceleration g 9.81 [m/s2]

Air density ρair 1.26 [Kg/m3]

Lift Coefficient CL 1.8

Drag Coefficient CD 0.047

Roll control gains (proportional, derivative, integrative) [Kp,ϕ, Kd,ϕ, Ki,ϕ] [1, 0.2, 0.5]

Pitch control gains (proportional, derivative, integrative) [Kp,ϴ, Kd,ϴ, Ki,ϴ] [1, 0.2, 0.5]

Yaw control gains (proportional, derivative, integrative) [Kp,ψ, Kd,ψ, Ki,ψ] [0.5, 0.1, 0.2]

Note in Fig. 4.3 that the motor Laplace equation for the DraganFlyer was obtained in Eq. (3.54), 

where: 
  
! s( ) = 0.749

0.116s + 1
u s( ) , being KM = 0.749,  ! s = 0.116 .

In addition, from Section 3.4 (aerodynamics model), using results from Fig. 3.10 for lift CL and drag 
CD coefficients, the parameters  KM ,L ,KM ,D are:

Figure 4.4 shows the simulation results for attitude stabilization based on PID control equations 
showed in Eq. (4.12):
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Fig. 4.4 Simulation: PID controller has to stabilize roll and pitch angles from 45 and 20 degrees to 0 
respectively. In addition, yaw orientation must be set starting from 0 to 90 degrees.

More complex simulation and experimental testing of PID control including Altitude and Position 
control based on camera information is shown in Section 5. The aim of this section was just to 
show theoretical PID control laws and some initial simulation testing of this approach. 

For instance, next section reveals the novel control technique proposed in this thesis as a single 
approach for MAV nonlinear control.

4.3. Control using Backstepping+FST Technique

As mentioned, the Backstepping+FST control results from the merge of the Frenet-Serret Theory 
[17] and the backstepping technique. In this sense, let first review what is the Frenet-Serret Theory.

4.3.1. The Frenet-Serret Theory

In vector calculus the Frenet–Serret formulas describe the kinematic properties of a particle that 
moves along a continuous, differentiable curve in three-dimensional Euclidian space "3. More 
specifically, the formulas describe the derivatives of the so-called tangent (et), normal (en), and 
binormal (eb) unit vectors in terms of each other (see Fig. 4.5). These unit vector defines the Frenet 
frame - f{r}. 

Fig. 4.5 The Frenet-Serret Frames.
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Imagine that an observer moves along the curve in time using the attached f{r} frame at each point 
as its coordinate system. The Frenet–Serret formulas mean that this coordinate system is constantly 
rotating as an observer moves along the curve; hence, this coordinate system is always non-
inertial. The angular momentum of the observer's coordinate system is proportional to the angular 
momentum of the frame, which is useful to extract the Euler reference angles based on the 
manipulation of homogeneous transformations. So,the magnitude of the velocity vector at any 
point of the trajectory are given by:

To every point of the curve we can associate an orthonormal triad of vectors (a set of unit vectors 
that are mutually orthogonal) namely the tangent , the normal  and the bio-normal. The Frenet-
Serret theory says that by properly arranging these vectors in a matrix , we obtain a description of 
the curve orientation due to the position, velocity and acceleration of the vehicle while tracing out 
the path. The unit vectors are then defined as:

The original definition of the Frenet frame f{r} for counterclockwise rotating curves is used; in the 
case of a clockwise rotating curve, the z*axis of the Frenet frame f{r} points in the opposite 
direction upwards than the inertial  frame f{i}. So in order to define small relative rotation angles 
for the orientation of a vehicle rotating clockwise and having its axis pointing downwards, we 
define a reference frame associated with the curve as previously, but rotated with respect to the 
Frenet frame by an angle of 180 degrees about its x-axis. This frame has been called as the  rotated 
Frenet frame f{c} (see Fig. 4.5). According to the notation of rotational transformations used in 
robotics literature, we can express the coordinates of a vector given in the rotated Frenet-Frame f{c} 
to the inertial frame f{i} frame with the matrix:

Note from Eq. (4.20) that Rx refers to the standard rotation matrix about the x-axis. As far as the 
reference orientation !r ,"r ,# r( ) of the body fixed frame f{v} with respect to the inertial frame f{i} is 

concerned (the subscript r indicates a reference value), due to the dynamics, f{v} does not perfectly 
coincide with the f{c} frame. To eventually coincide with the reference desired frame f{R} (which is 
the real frame that provides the orientation consistent with the MAV dynamics), the rotation of the 
f{v} frame from f{c} to f{R} can be expressed using customary aeronautical notation by considering 
the sideslip angle ) and angle of attack + (see Fig. 4.5). These angles are:

The overall rotation is then composed by a rotation about the f{v} z-axis through the angle ), 
followed by a rotation about the f{v} y-axis through the angle + , which is expressed as:

Note in Eq. (4.22), that R{i}
{c} = R{c}

{i}T , and Ry , Rz refer to the standard rotation matrix about the y-axis 

and z-axis respectively. 
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Using the second derivatives of R{i}
{c} with respect to time, the angular acceleration references are:

Using these -desired- angular acceleration commands, the aim is to include them within the 
attitude backstepping control in order to obtain the so-called Backstepping+FST approach. Next 
section will show this issue in detail.

4.3.2. Backstepping+FST Attitude Control

As shown in Fig. 4.1, The complete system control is composed by a cascade-connection of 
altitude, position and attitude controllers. However, attitude control is the heart of the control 
system, which maintains the MAVs stable and oriented towards the desired direction. This section 
shows roll- control derivation based on hybrid backstepping and the Frenet-Serret equations 
previously introduced. Note that for both pitch and yaw-control, the same methodology is used.

Consider the roll tracking error e!  and its dynamics (its derivative with respect to time):

A Lyapunov function (positive definite) is  used for stabilizing the tracking error e! , based on a 

virtual control law for setting the desired behavior of the angular speed ! x , as:

The angular velocity ! x  is not our control input, hence we must define a virtual control that fulfill 

with desired system behavior. The virtual control law for stabilizing the angular tracking error e2 is 
then defined as:

where !" ,#" are positive constants.  Deriving e2 with respect to time, yields:

Now replacing ! x =! x
d " e2  from Eq. (4.26) into  !e!  in Eq. (4.27), yields:
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Replacing 
 
!e! = "#!e! " $! e!% + e2 into  !e2 in Eq. (4.27): 

In the case of the DraganFlyer quadrotor, extracting from Eq. (3.38) the dynamics terms 
corresponding to the roll acceleration term  

!!!  and replacing them into Eq. (4.29):

Solving Eq. (4.30) for !" = u" which is the control law for achieving roll stabilization being the 

desirable dynamics for the angular speed tracking error  !e2 = !e" ! #2e2 :

where !" ,#" ,#2( ) > 0 are the control parameters of the backstepping+FST method. Table IV (in 

subsection 4.3.6) will show the numerical values used for initial simulation testing. Finally, the 
desired angular acceleration term  

!!! d in Eq. (4.31) is replaced by the Frenet-Serret formulas showed 

in Eq. (4.23). Pitch and yaw control is derived by applying the same procedure. Control laws are:

Equations (4.31) and (4.32) show the Backstepping+FST methodology. The aim of addressing a 
new term within the single backstepping was to make the control effort more energetic in terms of 
angular response. This new term, called  

!!! d corresponds to a desired acceleration function that 

strictly depends on the velocity and acceleration of the vehicle. As already mentioned, the Frenet 
Serret formulas were used to obtain that function. The hypothesis of improving attitude control 
when the MAVs are maneuvering at -high- speeds with aggressive changes in orientation rates will 
confirm via simulation and experimental testing. For instance, next subsections will show classic 
backstepping approach applied for altitude and position control.     

4.3.3. Backstepping Altitude Control

Using the same procedure showed in the previous subsection, altitude tracking error and its 
dynamics are:

The control law is then defined as:
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Design parameters are ! z ,"z ,"5( ) > 0 , whose values are set in Table IV (subsection 4.3.6).

4.3.4. Backstepping Position Control

Position tracking errors for Px and Py are:

Control laws are then introduced in Eq. (4.36), being ! x ,! y ,"x ,"y ,"6 ,"7( ) > 0 .

4.3.5. Backstepping+FST Stability Analysis

Stability analysis of backstepping+FST is performed using Lyapunov theory. The following 
candidate Lyapunov function is chosen: 

Equation (4.37) includes the angular (roll in this case) tracking error e! , the angular rate error 

e2 =! x
d "! x ,  and the integration action of tracking error e! . Deriving Eq. (4.37) and using the 

following replacements: 
 
!e! = "#!e! " $! e!% + e2  and   !e2 = !e" ! #2e2 , yields:

From the definition of the candidate Lyapunov function in Eq. (4.37) and the fact that 

 
!V ! 0;" e# ,e2( ) guarantees the boundedness of e! , its integral e!" , and the rate error e2 . As 

consequence, the reference angular value ! d and the angular position !  are also bounded due to 

the Eq. (4.24), where e! = !
d "! . Global asymptotic stability is also ensured from the positive 

definition of V ,  in which  
 
!V e! ,e2( ) < 0;" e! ,e2( ) # 0 and  

!V 0( ) = 0  (LaSalle theorem).  

4.3.6. Backstepping+FST Simulation Results

Using Simulink, this section presents some initial testing of the Backstepping+FST for attitude 
control. As shown in Fig. 4.6, MAV dynamics, aerodynamics, and motor dynamics are also 
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included within the simulation.

Fig. 4.6  Simulink Backstepping+FST control testing.

Table IV
Draganflyer-quadrotor parameters for attitude Backstepping+FST control

Description Notation Value [unit]

Inertia tensor in x-axis Jx 0.0075 [Kg.m2]

Inertia tensor in y-axis Jy 0.0075 [Kg.m2]

Inertia tensor in z-axis Jz 0.014 [Kg.m2]

Gravity acceleration g 9.81 [m/s2]

Air density ρair 1.26 [Kg/m3]

Lift Coefficient CL 1.8

Drag Coefficient CD 0.047

Backstepping+FST roll gains !" ,#" ,#2$% &'
[5.5, 0.5, 0.01]

Backstepping+FST pitch gains !" ,#" ,#3[ ] [10, 2, 0.01]

Backstepping+FST yaw gains !" ,#" ,#4$% &'
[2, 1.5, 0.005]

Using the parameters consigned in Table IV, Fig 4.7 shows the simulation results for attitude 
control using the Backstepping+FST proposed approach. Note how attitude angles are stabilized 
with a high-controller response.  



Fig. 4.7 Simulation: Backstepping+FST controller has to stabilize roll and pitch angles to 0. In 
addition, yaw orientation must be set starting from 0 to 0.8rad .

4.4. Control remarks

This section introduced the control algorithms tested in this thesis for achieving MAV 
controllability. Mathematical models for PID and Backstepping control were developed and tested 
under simulation. A novel approach called Backstepping+FST control was also presented as a 
single approach for attitude control. Likewise, simulation results were performed just for attitude 
control. Despite the results are motivating, the control algorithms must be tested under the real 
systems, regarding other aspects such as: Sensor fusion, Filtering stage, Sensor noise, 
Communication issues and so on. Furthermore, position and altitude control must be also tested.

Next Section introduces the MAV indoor/outdoor Navigation architecture (M-ION), in which all 
the methodologies for modeling and control are embedded into a single approach for achieving 
full MAV autonomous navigation. Using the M-ION architecture, more complex simulation tests 
are perform regarding 6-dimensional control (attitude+Position), and also comparing PID against 
the backstepping+FST response. In addition, experimental results for outdoor navigation based on 
GPS are also presented using the quadrotor platforms previously described. 
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5. Chapter V: MAV Navigation Results
This Section presents the final simulation and experimental results regarding MAV autonomous 
flight. This section is organized as follows:

๏  Subsection 5.1 presents an overview of the MAV indoor/outdoor Navigation (M-ION) 
architecture, describing which are the modules composing the entire MAV navigation and 
control issues.
๏ Subsection 5.2 contains simulation results involving the quadrotor and the coaxial 
mechanisms; the DraganFlyer and the Micro-Mosquito respectively. The objective is to use 
the M-ION architecture for indoor navigation (GPS-denied environments) focused on 
visual tracking tasks. These results will show 6-dimensional control, full autonomous 
navigation and comparisons between the PID and the Backstepping+FST performance.
๏ Subsection 5.3 presents the experimental results involving the DraganFlyer and the 
Hummingbird quadrotors using the M-ION architecture for outdoor autonomous 
navigation.

5.1. The M-ION Architecture

In this section the architecture for achieving autonomous flight is introduced. Figure 4.1 shows the 
main modules that compose the architecture: The MAV system (previously presented in previous 
section), The Control Module, and the Filtering&Estimation block.
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Fig. 5.1 M-ION architecture for MAV modeling, control and navigation.



As shown in Fig 5.1, four main frameworks compose the M-ION architecture: 1). MAV system, 2). 
Data Mapping, 3). Sensor Fusion, and 4). Control module. The architecture works in two modes: 
indoor navigation based on camera, or outdoor navigation based on GPS. This architecture can also 
be used for simulation or off-board control of the real vehicles (see Fig. 4.1).

The first module (MAV System) in used for simulation purposes. It contains the mathematical 
models for the vehicle dynamics, aerodynamics, motor dynamics, and sensors onboard. All these 
issues were presented in the Section 3 of this document. 

The second module (Data Mapping) allows to fix sensor readings in order to feedback information 
to the control system.

The third module (sensor fusion) uses an extended Kalman Filter to obtain sensor fusion and 
variable-state estimation, which is useful for control purposes.

Finally, the fourth module (Control) integrates the algorithms for controlling the MAVs based on 
the Backstepping Methodology. Section 4 details control issues. 

The advantage of the M-ION architecture relies on its module-structure. Each module can be 
implemented independently from other modules (regarding the same programming language). In 
this sense, the M-ION architecture has been implemented in the Matlab-based environment (using 
Simulink), and in C++ programming language. 

As mentioned at the beginning of this document in Fig. 1.2, for experimental testing, the 
DraganFlyer quadrotor uses a Matlab-based version of the M-ION architecture, whereas the 
Hummingbird uses a C++ based version. Next subsection will show simulation and experimental 
results.  

5.2. Simulation results for indoor navigation

5.2.1. Target-tracking scenario.

Figure 5.2 shows the task to perform. The MAV (quadrotor or coaxial) must track a target on 
ground (e.g. a mobile robot) using its camera onboard.  

Fig. 5.2  The MAV Testing scenario: Vision target tracking (quadrotor example).
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The target is represented as the black arrow in Fig. 5.2 and it has the reference trajectory. The MAV 
must flight over the target maintaining a constant altitude. Figure 5.3 shows a preview of the 
simulation environment. The yellow square represents the field of view of the camera.

Fig. 5.3  The MAV 3D tracking simulator in Matlab: allows to simulate the dynamics behavior of 
both MAVs and the control strategies provisioned in order to achieve full autonomous flight based 

on vision tracking. 

5.2.2. Simulation parameters

Table V consigns the description of the parameters used for the simulation of the M-ION 
architecture focused on indoor autonomous navigations tasks based on vision tracking.

Table V
MAV simulation parameters for indoor navigation

DRAGANFLYER M-MOSQUITO

Description Notation Value [unit] Value [unit]

altitude for tracking Pz 1 [m] 1 [m]

MAV wingspan L 0.35 [m] x(4) 0.16 [m]

MAVTotal weight MT 662 [gr] 20 [gr]

Distance from actuators to Center of Mass s 0.25 [m] [8,15]cm 

Inertia tensor in x-axis (at CM) Jx 0.0075 [Kg.m2] 0.00054 [Kg.m2]

Inertia tensor in y-axis (at CM) Jy 0.0075 [Kg.m2] 0.00054 [Kg.m2]

Inertia tensor in z-axis (at CM) Jz 0.014 [Kg.m2] 0.0022 [Kg.m2]

Gravity acceleration g 9.81 [m/s2] 9.81 [m/s2]

Air density ρair 1.26 [Kg/m3] 1.26 [Kg/m3]

Lift Coefficient CL 1.8 1.35

Drag Coefficient CD 0.047 0.026

Gyro sensor bias term βgyro 0.03 0.03

Accelerometer sensor bias term βacc 0.03 0.03



Description Notation Value [unit] Value [unit]

Gyro noise parameter ηgyro 0.004[rad/s] 0.004[rad/s]

Accelerometer noise parameter ηacc 0.004[m/s] 0.004[m/s]

Low-pass filter gain for gyro sensor KLPF 100 100

DC Motor parameters KM, Ra 0.749[mNm/A]
8.3[ohm]

0.125[mNm/A]
11[ohm]  

PID Roll control gains (proportional, derivative, 
integrative)

[Kp,ϕ, Kd,ϕ, Ki,ϕ] [1, 0.02, 0.5] N/A

PID Pitch control gains (proportional, derivative, 
integrative)

[Kp,ϴ, Kd,ϴ, Ki,ϴ] [1, 0.02, 0.5] N/A

PID Yaw control gains (proportional, derivative, 
integrative)

[Kp,ψ, Kd,ψ, Ki,ψ] [0.5, 0.01, 0.45] N/A

PID X-axis tracking control [Kp,x, Kd,x, Ki,x] [1, 1, 0] N/A

PID Y-axis tracking control [Kp,y, Kd,y, Ki,y] [0.5, 0.5 0] N/A

PID Z-axis hovering control [Kp,z, Kd,z, Ki,z] [ 0.9, 0.9, 0 ] N/A

Backstepping+FST roll gains !" ,#" ,#2$% &'
[5, 0.5, 0.01] N/A

Backstepping+FST pitch gains !" ,#" ,#3[ ] [2, 1, 0.01] [1, 0.05, 0.0008]

Backstepping+FST yaw gains !" ,#" ,#4$% &'
[10, 2, 0.05] [4, 0.02, 0.005]

Backstepping X-axis tracking control ! x ,"x ,"6[ ] [2, 0.5, 2] [0.5, 0.01, 0.02]

Backstepping Y-axis tracking control ! y ,"y ,"7#$ %&
[1.5, 1, 2] N/A

Backstepping Z-axis tracking control ! z ,"z ,"5#$ %& [5, 2, 4] [ 0.8, 0.1, 0.5 ]

Camera pixel resolution CRP Min. 300 Min. 300

Target (on ground) speed VTARGET Max. 1 [m/s] Max. 0.5 [m/s]

IMU, camera and control loops run at the following specifications: 

๏IMU frequency is also established to 120Hz, which mean 8.3ms for capturing information.   
๏The controller has a sample rate of 30 samples per second (30Hz=33ms), and the frame rate 

for the camera is 10 times slower than the control rate (3Hz=333ms).

Simulation testing allows tuning and fixing initial configurations prior to experimental flight. Next 
subsections shows simulation results focused on:

๏ Hovering maneuver: allow to verify de proper functioning of sensors models and 
backstepping+FST controller for altitude and positioning based on camera information.
๏ Tracking at diverse speed: Different target velocity profile are tested, from 0.25m/s to 1m/s, 
comparing the PID controller against the Backstepping+FST approach.



๏ Air disturbance  rejection: Another measure of control performance and reliability relies on 
disturbance rejection. Both easting and northing external air forces are addressed in order to 
benchmark for both PID and Backstepping+FST controllers.  

5.2.3. Hovering maneuver using the Backstepping+FST (DraganFlyer )

This first test is just for testing the system in order to verify that the all mathematical models are 
working properly. As shown in Fig. 5.4, the Draganflyer is hovering during 70 seconds of 
simulation, maintaining an altitude of 1m over the ground with the less error as possible (using 
Backstepping control). Simulation results show the [Px, Py, Pz] positions, the [%,ϴ,&] orientation 
and the velocity norm V. For this case, camera pixel resolution has been set as 300 pixels, and target 
velocity remains on ground with null velocity. 

Fig. 5.4  Hovering maneuver: Position and orientation of the vehicle must remain in zero during 
the 70 seconds of simulation while hovering altitude of 1m over the target . The M-ION 

architecture must handle with sensor noises ηgyro, ηacc and the dynamics and aerodynamics 
nonlinear behavior of the MAV as well.  

5.2.4. Controller Performance (DraganFlyer)

This subsection shows control performance based on two criteria: 1). error tracking as a function of 
speedup, and 2). disturbance rejection.

Tracking target at different speeds

In this test the DraganFlyer is tracking the trajectory given by the target. We have captured four 
snapshots of the vehicle during flight as well as the camera field of view of the target, as shown in 
Fig. 5.5. For this first test, the linear velocity of the target has established in 1m/s, which allows the 
MAV to track the target with a tracking error percentage about 8.1%. This tracking error percentage 
strictly depends on the velocity target as a function of the dynamics and control responses of the 
system. Using this criterion, controller performance can be measured as a function of error tracking 
dependable of velocity tracking. The following tests are then performed using both PID and 
Backstepping+FST approaches, and simulation results will show how the MAV respond at each 
test under the same simulation characteristics. PID control uses a linear simplified model defined 
in Eq. (4.16), whereas backstepping+FST regards all nonlinear behaviors. 



As mentioned, the simulation mode of the M-ION architecture (indoor navigation) is coded using 
Simulink/Matlab environment.

Fig. 5.5 MAV Tracking Target at 1m/s.
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Fig. 5.6 Position (Backstepping) and Orientation (Backstepping+FST) control response while 
tracking at 1m/s showed in Fig. 5.5.

Figure 5.6 shows the 6-dimensional position control results. Linear position Px and Py are with 
respect to the vehicle frame of reference f{v}, and they have to be stabilized as a function of the 
target pixel position in the camera frame. Note in Fig. 5.5 the cartesian trajectory (black line) and 
the camera field of view at each simulation stage. In conclusion both Px and Py must be drive to 
zero. Meanwhile Pz  must be stabilized at 1m over the ground (Pz plot in Fig. 5.6 is negative due to 
the f{v} frame of reference; see kinematics frames at Section 3.3.3 ). On the other hand, angular 
position or attitude [ϕ, ϴ,  ψ]  are also with respect to the f{v} and the reference is set depending on 
the linear motion and orientation of the target on ground. Figure 5.7 shows velocity results.
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Fig. 5.7 Velocity (Backstepping) and angular rates (Backstepping+FST) control response while 
tracking at 1m/s showed in Fig. 5.5.

In terms of heading (yaw), note that the trajectory is composed by four well-marked changes in 
heading (see Figs. 5.5, 5.6, and 5.7). Next tests are conducted in order to analyze how the tracking 
error increases when the MAV speedup. The aim is to measure control performance based on this 
issue:

๏ The hypothesis of improving MAV control using the Backstepping+FST was related to 
maneuvering speeds. If the MAV is force to track a trajectory that contains abrupt 
changes in heading or any angular motion at high speeds, the control might be 
compromised to response as desired. Fig. 5.8 shows this issue using classic PID control: 

Fig. 5.8 Incremental Tracking Error at diverse target’s speeds using PID control.
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From Fig. 5.8, using PID control, at 0.25m/s target’s speed (low speed) the MAV is still capable of 
tracking the target with a tracking error of 5.37%. Increasing the linear tracking speed to 0.5m/s  
and 0.8 m/s respectively note how the tracking error (using de PID) increases as well. Comparing 
to simulation results using the Backstepping+FST control in Fig. 5.7, the MAV is capable of 
tracking even at 1m/s with just 8.1% of tracking error, whereas PID is not capable of achieving that 
speed. Results are consigned in Fig. 5.9 and Table VI.
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Fig. 5.9  Relative tracking error at 0.25m/s between PID VS Backstepping+FST controllers.

Table VI  
Controller performance as a function of incremental error tracking at diverse speeds.

Speed Backstepping+FST PID

1m/s 8.1% NaN

0.8m/s 4.6% 29.74%

0.5m/s 3.7% 8.87%

0.25m/s 2.5% 5.37%

Simulation results has shown that the hypothesis of improving MAV control at high speed was 
indeed correct. The Backstepping+FST proposed approach has played a significant role in 
achieving high performance and control reliability in terms of error tracking. In this sense next 
tests are carried out in terms of Disturbance Rejection, another criterion to measure control 
performance. 

Disturbance Rejection

The following simulation tests will allow to observe how the controller of the M-ION architecture 
is capable of stabilizing the system when strong wind disturbances are addressed. The aim is first 
of all, to analyze how properly the Backstepping+FST control behaves in terms of rejecting external 
wind-force disturbances and compare results against PID controller. Figure 5.10 shows the 
simulation environment under these characteristics. The disturbances has been modeled as 
airspeed values towards northing and easting directions. Those values are then mapped as 
external forces affecting the dynamics behavior. The airspeed values used for the test are: 4m/s 
(nothing) and 2m/s (easting).    
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wind+

wind+

Tracking including wind disturbances 

control+

control+

 Figure 5.10 Disturbance rejecting testing scenario. M-ION architecture (simulation mode) for 
indoor navigation based on tracking.

Figure  5.11 shows simulation results using PID control (target’s speed of 0.5m/s):
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 Fig. 5.11 PID control response with wind disturbances of 4m/s and 2m/s in both 
northing and easting directions.

Comparing the northing displacement of variable Py in Fig 5.9, note that northing wind makes the 
Draganflyer bounces about 1 meter from the center of mass of the target, which moves at 0.5m/s. 
Despite this bouncing behavior, the PID control is effective, allowing the vehicle to fulfill its 
tracking task. For higher wind disturbances (>0.55m/s), the control of the vehicle is not reliable. 



On the other hand, Fig. 5.12 shows the same test using the Backstepping+FST control. Using this 
technique the tracking error when air disturbances are addressed is lower, reducing from about 5% 
of maximum relative tracking error using PID to 3.2% using Backstepping+FST.
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Fig. 5.12 Backstepping+FST control response with wind disturbances of 4m/s and 2m/s in both 
northing and easting directions.

Comparing the cartersian trajectories performed by the MAV during tracking: 
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Fig. 5.13 X-Y Position Control. The advantage of using the hybrid Backstepping+FST for attitude 
control is significant for maintaining performance and reliability during Position tracking. The 
tracking error in position (despite external disturbances) is reduced (compared to PID control). 

5.2.5. Micro-Mosquito coaxial MAV

The following test uses the Backstepping+FST for control and all the components of the M-ION 
architecture for navigation applied to the Micro-Mosquito Coaxial MAV. The same indoor scenario 
chosen for the DraganFlyer (ground target tracking) is used for this test as well. 



The aim of this test using the coaxial MAV is to compare the -natural- stability and response on 
flight between the quadrotor and the coaxial concepts. In las section (quadrotor testing), many 
simulation tests were performed comparing the performance of the proposed approach for attitude 
control: the backstepping+FST against PID attitude control and their repercussion on position 
control, hence, tracking results. In this section, comparison between a single backstepping control 
for attitude against the Backstepping+FST is presented. Figure 5.14 shows the results:

Fig. 5.14 X-Y Position Control. The advantage of using the Backstepping+FST for attitude control is 
also significant for maintaining performance and reliability during Position tracking against single 

backstepping technique. Target’s velocity: 0.3m/s
  
Note in Fig. 5.14 that improvements on attitude stabilization also improves on position tracking 
compared to single backstepping approach. In this case, note that the coaxial mechanism is more 
stable during flight compared to the quadrotor system.

5.3. Experimental results for outdoor navigation

This section shows experimental testing of the M-ION architecture (for outdoor navigation), using 
the DraganFlyer and the Hummingbird quadrotor MAVs. The aim is to validate the proposed 
control approach in terms of autonomous navigation based on GSP waypoint data.

5.3.1. Experimental Parameters.
Table VII

MAV experimental parameters for outdoor navigation

DRAGANFLYER HUMMINGBIRD

Description Notation Value [unit] Value [unit]

Backstepping+FST roll gains !" ,#" ,#2$% &'
[5.5, 0.5, 0.01] [2, 0.1, 0.01]

Backstepping+FST pitch gains !" ,#" ,#3[ ] [2.5, 2, 0.01] [1.2, 0.8, 0.01]

Backstepping+FST yaw gains !" ,#" ,#4$% &'
[8, 1.5, 0.05] [4.3, 0.9, 0.01]



Description Notation Value [unit] Value [unit]

Backstepping X-axis tracking control ! x ,"x ,"6[ ] [2, 0.5, 2] [2.5, 0.1, 0.2]

Backstepping Y-axis tracking control ! y ,"y ,"7#$ %&
[1.5, 1, 2] [0.5, 0.5, 0.2]

Backstepping Z-axis tracking control ! z ,"z ,"5#$ %& [5, 2, 4] [2, 0.5, 0.1]

GPS Position control Loop Frequency fGPS 1 Hz

IMU Attitude control  Loop Frequency fIMU 58.8 Hz

5.3.2.  Backstepping+FST for Attitude Stabilization (DraganFlyer)

Simulink-based M-ION architecture

Based on the hardware architecture defined in Fig. 2.14 (in Section 2), Fig. 5.15 shows the 
implementation of the N-ION modules for achieving autonomous navigation using the 
DraganFlyer MAV. 

GPS IMU+Backstepping+FST for attitude

User control

RC control transmission 

GPS

Fig. 5.15  SIMULINK-based M-ION system blocks for receiving, processing, and sending control 
commands to the DraganFlyer MAV.



As established in Fig. 2.14, four main modules composes the SIMULINK-based M-ION 
architecture. Position control is based on GPS data, which runs at 1Hz whereas Attitude control is 
based on IMU which run at 58.8Hz (17ms). Once the sensor data is being received via wireless  
connection (bluetooth; see Appendix B for sensor technical information), control commands are 
sent to the vehicle via R/C transmission using the DraganFlyer radio control, which is connected 
to the computer station. The user is also capable to supervise the autonomous flight using a 
joystick also plugged.     

Disturbance Rejection during hovering

Figures 5.16 and 5.17 show the experimental results of disturbance rejection:

Fig. 5.16 Strong external disturbances addressed during hovering maneuver. In addition, the 
controller has to deal with sensors noise and other non-desired and non-modeled effects.

Fig. 5.17 Attitude control: Comparison between backstepping+FST control against PID controller 
while maintaining aircraft attitude angles to zero (hovering) despite disturbances addressed as 

shown in Fig. 5.16.
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Note in Fig. 5.17 the PID controller proved to be well adapted to the quadrotor when flying near to 
hover. For this kind of test (hovering control), there are not huge differences of using the 
backstepping+FST control against single backstepping or either PID controllers. Note that just a 
slight difference in relation to amplitude and time oscillation is improved with the backstepping
+FST. The reason is that this controller has been designed to improve on the attitude stabilization 
when aircraft is maneuvering. Next tests using the Hummingbird will show navigation results.

5.3.3. Backstepping+FST for autonomous flight (Hummingbird)

C++ based M-ION architecture

The Hummingbird brings with a Software Development Kit, which provides the necessary C++ 
functions to enhance the Graphical User Interface -GUI. Using this SDK, it was possible to setup a 
friendly GUI that allowed to analyze the data transmission, and the proper operation of the 
sensors onboard. Figure 5.18 shows the numerical data sensor status, Fig. 5.19 the graphical 
information (plots) of the IMU and Control outputs, and Fig. 5.20 the GPS environment that allows 
waypoint navigation over a geo-referenced map of the environment.

Fig. 5.18 (GUI provided by Asctech’s SDK ). Numerical data and system supervision.

Fig. 5.19 GUI for system response and control action plots.



Fig. 5.20 (GUI provided by Asctech’s SDK ). Waypoint navigation environment.

Using these GUI-environments, waypoint navigation is used for testing trajectory tracking based 
on GPS data.

Waypoint Navigation

Using the geo-tagged environment based on Google’s technology (shown in Fig. 5.20), the user can 
define knot-control points for setting a reference trajectory. In this section two experimental tests 
are carried out: 1). straight-line trajectory at 1m/s of linear speed and constant altitude of 2m over 
ground, and 2). square-line trajectory with trapezoidal velocity profile (maximum 0.5m/s). In both 
cases, the Backstepping+FST approach has been used. It is important to mention that despite knot-
control points have been used for defining the line-type trajectories, the backstepping control 
interpreter requires trajectories at least 3-times differentiable with respect to time. This is a 
constrained due to the use of the Frenet-Serret formulas. In this sense, 3D-splines have been finally 
used for the trajectory interpolation. Figure 5.21 shows the Hummingbird MAV during 
autonomous flight.

Fig. 5.21 Hummingbird MAV during autonomous outdoor trajectory tracking based on GPS



The experimental results for the first test (straight-line) are consigned in Figs. 5.22, and 5.23:

Fig. 5.22  Position control for straight-line tracking based on GPS. Velocity: 1m/s, altitude: 2m over 
ground, wind speed disturbances about: 4 to 5 m/s.

Note in Fig. 5.22 the position control (x-y) and in Fig. 5.23 
the attitude and altitude control proved to be well adapted 
under windy conditions. in Fig. 5.22, the reference line 
(black color) is 30m long, whereas the red plot 
corresponds to the position of the MAV during tracking.

Fig. 5.23  Attitude, altitude and velocity respond of the MAV during experiment in Fig. 5.22.
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The following experiment shows the results for waypoint navigation in the attempt of performing 
a square trajectory. This time the MAV must slow down at each corner of the square in order to 
head (yaw) to desired orientation. Both position and attitude control response in shown in Figs. 
5.24 and 5.25 respectively.

Fig. 5.24  Position control for square-line tracking based on GPS. Velocity: 0.25m/s, altitude: 2m 
over ground.
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Fig. 5.25  Attitude, altitude and velocity respond of the MAV during experiment in Fig. 5.24.



6. Chapter VI: General Conclusions and Future 
Work

6.1. Review

The main goal achieved during the development of this thesis is definitively the design and 
implementation of the entire MAV indoor/outdoor navigation (M-ION) architecture. This 
implementation process regarded all the necessary steps in order to achieve a level of autonomy 
that only involves the user in case of supervision. Those steps are: 

๏ Understanding the behavior of a complex underactuated system, such as the quadrotor 
and the coaxial mechanism, requires the analysis and development of complex dynamics 
equations of motion, essentially for the modeling and control purposes.

๏ Implementing robust control algorithms (based on the non-linear models) that provide 
system reliability for carrying out autonomous flying tasks.

๏  Achieving the desired level of autonomy during MAV navigation.

Fig. 6.1 The M-ION architecture put into practice: MAV autonomous navigation is being the 
result. 

6.1.1. MAV Modeling

In terms of MAV modeling, the objective was to find a set of Equation of Motion-EOM  that 
described the vehicle dynamics in the 6-dimensional space. The advantages of the use of the 
spatial algebra in that regard was a success. Variable-compactness and insight of the physical 
behaviors that rule the MAV dynamics: Gyroscopic forces, Coriolis accelerations, etc allowed to 
develop a robust dynamics model that subsequently was validated though an identification 
process. The results of that validation showed how well: friction forces due to aerodynamics, 
motor dynamics, propeller rolling moments, etc  responded during real MAV flight. 



6.1.2. MAV control and autonomous navigation

A backstepping+FST methodology has been proposed for attitude control. For full indoor 
navigation, future work includes addressing vision capability to the DraganFlyer, and finally 
testing position and altitude control beyond simulation. Nonetheless, results obtained are 
motivating. At high speed maneuvering (1m/s), the backstepping+FST’s performance (in relation 
to error tracking) is about 2.5x times better than using PID technique. The PID delays to reject the 
disturbance whereas the Backstepping+FST “immediately” compensates angular position based 
on velocity change rate, which consequently improves on the tracking error (in X-Y position). This 
improvement was basically achieved by introducing a desired angular acceleration command (as a 
function of the maneuvering velocity) that quickly responds to abrupt angular rate change (more 
energetic control law, bounded by the acceleration limits), making the attitude stabilization more 
reliable.      

Finally, the fusion of this control approach with the modeling stage and sensor/communication 
modules allowed the development of the M-ION architecture. Simulation and experimental results 
confirmed M-ION architecture was suitable for achieving high performance during MAV 
autonomous navigation tasks.

6.2. Future Work 

The development of novel control strategies and methodologies for improving the level of 
autonomy of miniature flying vehicles remains under current research. 

Autonomous flight in confined or cluttered scenarios (e.g. inside buildings) requires strong 
maneuverability capabilities, fast mapping from sensors to actuators and robust control onboard in 
order to achieve real-time operation. Current Flying Vehicles tend to fly in open sky (outdoor 
navigation) far from any obstacles and rely on external beacons -mainly GPS- to being able of auto-
localize and perform fully position control. Most of the control architectures and methodologies 
developed for those kind of systems are strictly dependent from GPS and robust sensors onboard.

Evolving to the area of Miniature Flying Vehicles -MFV which main goal is to navigate within 
indoor and cluttered environments, the previous approaches from perception and control do not 
work as desired. In this thesis, the problem of indoor and outdoor navigation applied to miniature 
aerial vehicles was studied, however many things can be improved. Next remarks show some of 
them.

About the thesis’s topics:

๏ Indoor navigation was only tested under simulation. In order to experiment with indoor 
tracking tasks based on vision sensing, the current quadrotor’s platforms must be hardware 
modified in order to address the required vision an communication capacity. 
๏ Besides indoor tracking tasks, vision can be used to achieve full autonomous navigation 
including obstacle avoidance capacity. In this sense, the future work regarding indoor 
navigation is oriented towards obstacle avoidance based on optic flow control. More 
complex solutions to achieve a more level of autonomy could be oriented to the development 
of a SLAM solution that allows the vehicle to -know- about the explored environment. This 
kind of solutions could provide the foundations to include more “intelligent” cognitive 
controllers for navigation decision-making and so on. 
๏ In terms of outdoor navigation, the inclusion of the previous remarks could be suitable for 
achieving an even more level of autonomy within the M-ION architecture: obstacle 
avoidance capacity. 
๏ From a control perspective, the introduced backstepping+FST methodology proved to be 
suitable and reliable for MAV control. Future work is focused on embedding control 
algorithms onboard the MAVs. In this thesis, the entire M-ION architecture was 



implemented off-board the vehicles. This constraints the mission area due to communication 
links, addresses communication delays, etc. Full autonomous MAVs must include onboard 
control and navigation methods.  

About the Micro Aerial Vehicle topic:

As mentioned at the beginning of this thesis, scientist that research about Micro Aerial Vehicles 
focus on different aspects depending on the morphology and size of the system (see Fig. 1.1 in 
Section 1). The aims of future work on MAVs focus on even smaller and with a biological inspired 
morphology design and behavior.

Future work in this area  (currently under analysis) could be oriented towards the development of 
a so-called: The MicroBat, a bio-inspired morphing-wing flapping Micro Aerial Vehicle. The 
objective is to build a Bat-robot that uses bio-inspired behavior for locomotion.

The first main goal is to build a bio-inspired BAT Micro-Aerial Vehicle that probably could be use 
smart materials (e.g. SMA) fibers as the bones/fingers skeleton of the wings. The aim is to achieve 
the! morphing-wing capability (controlling the SMAs) with the purpose of studying flight 
aerodynamics. To achieve this, a complete analysis of bat flight will provide the bio-inspired 
foundations to be used within an artificial counterpart.  

6.3. Publications in relation to this thesis-work

Book Chapters:

๏ Barrientos, A., Gutierrez, P., and Colorado, J.D. 2008. Advanced UAV Trajectory Generation: 
Planning and Guidance, in book, Aerial Vehicles, published in November by In-Tech, Vol. 1, 
chapter 4, pp. 55-82, ISBN: 978-953-7619-41-1.

International Conference Proceedings

๏ Colorado, J.D., and Barrientos, A. 2009. Miniature Quad-rotor Dynamics Modeling & 
Guidance for Vision- based Target Tracking Control Tasks. Proceedings of The 14th 
International Conference on Advanced Robotics -ICAR’10, June 22-26, Munich, Germany.! 
ISBN: 978-1-4244-4855-5

๏ Colorado, J.D, Barrientos, A., and Gutierrez, P. 2009. TG2M: Trajectory Generator and 
Guidance Module for the Aerial Vehicle Control Language AVCL. Proceedings of the 40th 
International Symposium on Robotics- ISR’09, Barcelona-Spain, March. ISBN: 
978-84-920933-8-0.
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Appendix A: Some state-of-the-art MAV Description.

MicroFlyer
EPSON 

- 12.3 g helicopter with Bluetooth connectivity (Seiko Epson Corporation).
- Power: 4.2 V
- Power consumption: 3.5 W
- Diameter: About 136 mm
- Height: About 85 mm
- Maximum lift: About 17 g/f
- Flight time: About 3 minutes

Flying Alice
EPFL & ETH 

- Two DC Faulhaber 0806 motors
- Two axes Accelerometer and Gyroscope from Analog
Electronic compass from Honeywell

Harvard University

The diminutive creation weighs just 60-milligrams, sports a three-centimeter 
wingspan, and has been developed to boast movements "modeled on those of 
a real fly.

10 cm, 2 g MAV capable of autonomous flight, target sensing, and obstacle 
avoidance. 

Subsystem   Mass (mg) Power (mW) 
Airfoil    265   — 
Fuselage   130   — 
Control surfaces & tail  150  — 
Actuators   50   3.5 
Control/power PCB  440   — 
H.V. electronics  —   6.5 
control electronics  —   6 
Optic flow   325   29 
Battery       700   —

Proxdynamics. 

http://www.proxdynamics.com/

Using a 1 ch. 27 MHz radio for controlling the motor. The helicopter is operated 
by a remote pilot within line of sight and it is set to fly in circles while the speed 
and height are controlled.

Specifications:
Wing span: 100 mm
Length: 85 mm
Largest dimension: 103 mm
Weight: 1.1 gram
Motor: 3.2 mm coreless motor
Battery: 8 mAh li-po
Radio: 27 MHz (3 ch, but only 1 used)
Flight time: Less than 1 min

http://www.analog.com/en/cat/0,2878,764,00.html
http://www.analog.com/en/cat/0,2878,764,00.html
http://www.ssec.honeywell.com/magnetic/
http://www.ssec.honeywell.com/magnetic/


Appendix B: The Draganflyer Platform

Description:
๏ Width: 0.63m
๏ Rotorspan: 0.35m 
๏ Basic Weight: 425 grams
๏ Main battery: 92 grams
๏ IMU: 40 grams
๏ Bluetooth card-1: 10 grams
๏ GPS: 17 grams
๏ Antenna: 45 grams
๏ Voltage Converter: 25 grams
๏ Bluetooth card-2: 7 grams
๏ Mainframe: 25 gram
๏ Total weight: 686 grams

Technical Data:
๏ High quality 6 channel FM transmitter with NiCad battery.

๏ One CPU seven-sensor control system with built-in dual conversion FM receiver featuring DSP filtering 

and Thermal Intelligence.

๏ One lightweight carbon fiber body with mounting hardware

๏ Nylon injected Draganflyer rotor blades.

๏ Four high speed electric motors with installed pinions.

๏ One 3-cell 11.1 volt 1320mah Lithium-Polymer high-discharge battery w/ protection circuitry for 12-15 

minute flights.

๏ Rotor diameter: 290mm

๏ Overall diameter: 750mm

๏ Weight including battery: 662 grams

๏ Maximum payload: 12 grams

๏ Radio Control: 4 channels

IMU Technical Details:

IMU Testing Using Bluetooth Transmission with the PC-station:
After the implementation of the Sensor-Fusion module (M-ION architecture) based on Kalman Filtering, the 
IMU unit was testing in order to testing proper data transmission. Next plot shows gyro-rates and 
acceleration commands.

Bluetooth Links

GPS

IMU

Battery

GPS antenna

Electronics

H/W-modified DraganFlyer 
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GPS Technical Details and GPS Ublox-GUI Testing:     

Description Value

Power input 3.15V - 5.25V 

Current consumption 39mA

Bandwidth 9600bps

Sample Frequency 25Hz - 500Hz

Weight 17g

# Satellite connections 
(5 minutes)

10

DraganFlyer New Devices Power Consumption:
Next Table shows the power consumption of the new devices embedded into the DraganFlyer Platform.

Device Voltage Current

IMU 5.5V - 6V 40mA

GPS 3.15V - 5.25V 39mA

BlueTooth IMU 4V - 7V 30-50mA

BlueTooth GPS 3V - 3.6V 50mA



Appendix C: The Hummingbird Platform

Description:
๏ Width: 0.63m
๏ Dimensions: 40x40x10cm 
๏ Total weight: 550 grams
๏ Payload: 200 grams
๏ Datalink X-Bee 2.4 GHz 
๏ Remote Control Spektrum DX7SE 2.4 GHz
๏ LiPo 11.1 V 2100 mAh

Technical Data:
๏ The booms are made of a rigid carbon Fiber-balsa wood
๏ The four rotors are composed by  X-BL-52s brushless motors and their controllers.
๏ Sensing capacity: GPS, IMU, 3D-MAG, Pressure sensor.
๏ The Mainframe is composed by a Powerboard and an Autopilot card, as shown below:

 

GPS antenna Camera+WiFi datalink

Battery

Proccesor+IMU

BT DataLink



Appendix D: The Micro-Mosquito Platform

Includes:
‣Micro Mosquito Version 3 R/C Helicopter
‣Hand-held Radio Control Transmitter
‣Landing Pad/Charging Base

Requires:

‣9V Battery for Transmitter
‣6 "C" Batteries for Charger

Specifications:

‣ Helicopter Length: 6.5"
‣ Rotor Diameter: 6.375"
‣ Weight: 20 grams
‣ 3 Channel RC
‣ Fly up, down, forward, reverse, left, right and even hover in one spot
‣ For ages 12+
‣ Color: orange and black (version 3)

Description Value

Power input 5.5V - 6V 

Current consumption 40mA

Bandwidth 9600bps - 115200bps

Sample Frequency 25Hz - 500Hz

Weight 35g

Dimensions 39x54x28mm



Appendix E: Blade Element Theory results 
Draganflyer:

Micro-Mosquito:



Appendix F: DraganFlyer Technical Data of the Motor



Appendix G: Micro-Mosquito Technical Data of the Motors

Main rotors:



Tail rotor:


